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Preface
This Activity and Discusion Guide has been designed and developed for your use by AFSan organi-

zation which for over 60 years has been involved in helping people from different nations to gain a better
understanding of themselves and others. A question which we asked ourselves before we began this pro-
jai is "Why should AFS spend time working on materials on ethnic heritages?" We came to the con-
clusion that there are basically two very good reasons for our concern in this area.

First, we have found over the years that as people come together from different nations to live flr a
period of time in a family, they learn as much about their own heritage as they do abouIthe back-
grounds, values and 'allies of the person or family they are living with. We have also found that people who
are aware of their own cultural heritage can more readily gain from meeting people from other cultures and
identifying with their problems, needs, hopes and aspirations.

But there's a second reason that we believe that Project Ethnic Heritage is an important endeavor for
AFS. We have found that many of the social and economic injustices that exist in the world between
countries also exist within countries. And we have discovered that one of the reasons is that people within
nations many times misunderstand and fear people of another ethnic, racial or religious background more
than they do someone from another country. lf, therefore, AFS is dedicated toward helping people around
the world to understand the differences that separate them, as well as the similarities which unite them,
then we must address these differences, fears and concerns within nations as well as between nations.

We et AFS hope that Project Ethnic Heritage will help people understand the nature and significance of
not only their own heritage, but also that of other ethnic groups. Furthermore, we hope that participants
will begin to realize and deal with the impact ethnicity has upon their relationships with others. 1 he real
benefits to be gained from the following pages result from participants extending new understanding of
themselvee to new understandings of people around ttemin their home communities, their country, and in
the world.

As a leader using these materials, AFS has a great deal of respect for your initiative in taking up the
challenges of tomorrow's world by doing something today. We also have great confidence in your ability
to use these materials effectively to meet the needs of the people with whom you are working.

Therefore, we encourage you to experiment with this project; stretch your imagination to broaden its
application not only to school classes, but also to church and community groups. Above an, have fun with
itlearning about people and cultures should be enjoyable.

Stephen H. Rhinesmith
President

AFS International/Intsrcultural Programs, Inc.
3
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Mode in USA:
Project Ethnic Heritage

hitroduction
This guide was prepared for use by teachers, community leaders, and various discussion leaders interested

in pursuing the exciting field of ethrnc. heritage. It is designed to combine research of an individual's own
ethnic heritage with the study of ethnicity in the U.S. and in the world. Included is a filmstrip series focusing
on four ethnic groups in the United States: Scandinavian-Americans, Choctaw Indians, Americans of Cape
Verdean decent, and Polish Americans. The guide furnishes the teacher or leader with a variety of activities
and discussion questions to accompany the filmstrips and cassette tapes on the four ethnic groups. For
groups or classes interested in tracing their own origins, we have included a section with specific instructions
an how to begin. The final section of the guide asks participants to make comparisons among their own and
other ethnic experiences as well as assess their own values with regard to ethnic differences.

Format
This guide is divided into four sections:
Section One: Introductionincludes a filmstrip/cassette presentation introducing participants to Project

Ethnic Heritage and outlining what the project holds in store for them.
Section Two: Ethnicity and Mesuggests specific steps and resources for tracing one's fc-nily origins.

Participants are asked to examine the ethnic component of their family histories. Data collected in this
section can be used by participants to help them assess the importance of ethnic heritage in their own live4.
Significantly, the rush to study one's "roots" has not been limited to minorities. The "who am I?" ques-
tion cuts across ethnic and racial lines. Hence, white ethnics are encouraged to trace their lineage in the
guide.

Section Three: Four Ethnic Experiencesincludes cassettes and filmstrips on four ethnic groups:
Scandinavian-Americans, Choctaw Indians, Polish Americans, and Americans of Cape Verdean decent.
Discussion questions are included in this guide to assist the teacher or discussion leader. Also included
is a comparative format througl which participants in the project can compare the effects of their own
ethnic backgrounds with those of the four groups included as case studies in the project. A series of ques-
tions is used for participants to reflect upon the relative importance of ethnic heritage in their own and
in American life in general.

Section 4: Ethnicity and Othersasks participants to examine their own views towards ethnicity
and ethnic differences. It is composed of activities that call for clarifying and, when appropriate, ver-
balizing participarrts' values. Two key questions considered are: (1) Which ethnic differences matter most
to me and to other Americans? (2) How does ethnic affiliation affect interaction among different groups
within and between societies?

Section Four considers to a larger extent the social and political implications of ethnicity in a multi-
ethnic national and international community. The dimensions of ethnicity as a global issue involving
interdependence, conflict, communication, and change between cultures are highlighted and explored.



Objectives
1. To discover and assess the impact of one's own ethnic heritage on one's identity and behavior,
2. To compare ethnic experiences and explore why ethnic ties remain an important part of people's
identity.
3. To recognize diversity within ethnic groups.
4. To reflect on the meaning of being an "ethnic" and being an "American."
5. To explore one's values regarding ethnic differences.
6. To explore the impact of ethnic and cultural differences on interaction among multicultural groups.
7. To investigate some of the dimensions of ethnicity as a current global issue confronting both the U.S.
and other nations.

Strategies and Activities
Whenever possible, participants are presented with opportunities to look at their Am ethnicity and

discover its place in their lives. Moreover, the guide contains a variety of discussion and activity strategies.
Some parts of the guide employ discusion as their primary strategy. However, instead of simply giving
participants a topic or issue about ethnic heritage to discuss, the guide provides activities and audio
visual materials to spur interest in the issues. Discussion can then proceed with more enthusiasm. Ac-
tivities include collecting personal ono family data, role playing, and Eimulation.

When and Where to Use This Guide
The activities in this guide are designed primarily to be used with junior and senior high school students, 1..."

but may be adapted for use with church and community groups. Section Four, Ethnicity and Others, con-
tains the most difficult material relative to the rest of the units, but also can be used with younger than
senior high school students, depending on the nature of the participants and the cnmpetence of the teacher/
facilitator.

The section on Ethnicity and Ms should be used on a voluntary basis. We strongly believe that one's
ethnic heritage is one's own business. No attempt should be made to involve people who don't care or who
may even remit tracing their origins.

Furthermore, we recognize that, depending upon the needs of your group members, they will want to
explore ethnic heritage in vatying degrees. Accordingly, any of the sections are in themselves self-contained
units. For example, if you wish to emphasize the four case studies of ethnic groups, simply use the AV
materials and accompanying guide for Section Three: Four Ethnic Experiences. Feel free to pick and
choose acconding to your own and your group's needs To complete the entire guide would be quite
beneficial to many people. It would also require a great deal of time.

Within lie school curriculum these materials ere appropriate in any course of study related to history
and ethnicity. Specifically, they can be used in social studies, American history, minority studies, anthro-
pology, and sociology comes. The materials raise questions which cause reflection on how the United
Steams has become &unified nation, yet has retained a variety of ethnic and cultural heritages

Finally, Section Four on Ethnicity and Others explores some of the dynamics of interaction among
various whamsl groups when issues result from or are complicated by ethnic differences.



Made in USA: Project Ethnic Heritage
Introduction; This introductory filmstrip/casette presentation outlines the purposes of the ethnic heritage
project for participants, it should serve to set the context for both the written materials and the audio-
visual components.
Objectives:
To introduce Project Ethnic Heritage to participants.
To discuss America's renewed interest in ethnic heritage.
Time: Filmstrip/casette (5 minutes)

Discussion (16 minutes)
Materials and equipment : Filmstrip/cassette, "Made in USA: Project Ethnic Heritage"

Filmstrip projector
Screen
Cassette tape player

Pronedus;
Step 1:. Explain to the group that they are about to view a presentation which will help them understand

the project
Step 2: Show Filmstrip/cassette, "Made in USA: Project Ethnic Heritage"
Step 3: Discus the following items depending upon the needs of the group:

1. According to the AV presentation, what is an American?
(This is a very difficult question to answer. Specifically, American is used to denote North
Americans, residents of the United States. The main point is that Americans are composed of
many races, cultures, and heritagesthat the United States is a multiethnii society.)

2. What does the narrator man when he states that "today the United States is experiencing a
sort of ethnic heritage consciousness-raising?"
(Recent events such a the TV program "Roots," as well as the civil rights movement of
the sixties and a reflection on America's part are some ingredients participants may
suggest that make up this "renewed" interest in who we are ethnically.)

3. What are some important reasons for loryking at the ethnic heritages of our society?
(As ways to understand conflicts resulting from subtle and not-so-subtle ethnic differences; as
keys to complex identities; to discover portions of "who we are"; to gain security in our own
identities; to understand how peoples can have national as well as ethnic identities; to discover
how ethnocentrism works within us alljust to name a few of the reasons. Perhaps your groups
can think of additional masons.)



Irwr©

Ethnicity and Me

In this section participants will get a chance to delve into their own ethnic backgrounds. Some persons
may have already made extensive searches into their own ethnic heritage. Others may conclude that eth-
nicity has little to do with them. In any case, however, for those who wish to participate in this Section, a
little more insight into who they are may become evident

Included in this section are the following activities:
1. Activity 2: Ethnicity In My Life Page 10
Z Activity 3: My Ancestry Page 14
3. Activity 4: Family Folklore Page 18
4. Activity 5: Family Customs Page 20

9
9
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Ethnicity in My Life
Introduction:
Why study ethnicity? Ethnicity may be important because we live in a neighborhood where people practice
ethnic customs end beliefs. It may be importivat to understand why some groups of people dislike other
groups of people. One might conclude that ethnicity is not very important in his own life, but that it is
in the lives of other people. Hence, understanding ethnicity could provide a clue to understanding those
around us. In any case, in this activity participants are given a questionnarie to help determine how much
their ethnicity means to them.
Objectives:
To recognize ethnicity in one's personal and family life.
To recognize some of the factIrs that determine ethnic affiliation and identity.
Time: One hour
Materials : One copy of the "Questionnaire" (Handout 1) per participant.

One copy of the "Conclusions Sheet" (Handout 2) per participant.
Procedure:
Step 1: Pass out copies of Handout 1 and ask participants to fill them out as completely as they can.
Step 2: After participants have completed the "Questionnaire" (Handout 1), ask them to write in or

discus their responses to the items on the "'Conclusions SI vet" (Handout 2).
Step 3: If the group is large, have the participants break into small groups and give them the following

questions.
(Nations for Discussion:

1. Ask participants to compare answers on their "Conclusions Sheets" with others in the group. How
would you explain the fact that other participants have different responses?

2. Which questions do participants feel tell them most about their own ethnic ties?
3. Ask participants if they think that their own ethnic background matters more or less to them than

it does to others in the group? How can they explain this? Are their different feelings about ethnic
ties among different members of the participant's family?

4. As an alternate option to filling out the "Conclusions Sheet," ask participants to write a summary
statement on the following: "What My Ethnic Heritage Means To Me."

Step 4: Report back to the whoie group if the participants have broken up into smaller groups.



HANDOUT 1

Quesdonnoire
Ethnicity In My Life

Place a check mark 11,41by the items which you feel apply to you:

1. I attend the same church my permits attend.

2. My parents attend the same church their grandparents attended.

3. I dress differently from other people in my neighborhood.

4. I celebrate certain holidays that the majority of Americans do not

5. I speak English with a heavy accent

6. My religion requires that I not celebrate certain holidays in our nation.

7. I have married, or would prefer to marry, someone of my own religious and/or racial group.

8. Everyone in my home speaks English as their predominant language.

9. At least one of my parents came to the United States from another country.

10. At least one of my grandparents came to the United States from another country.

11. In my family we practice customs I would consider different from those of most Americans.

12. My family feels that it is important that. we attend events and ceremonies related to our national/
religious background.

13. We live in the city and neighborhood we do because we share certain customs and beliefs those
nd us hold.

14. I frequently speak two languages.

15. It is important for me and my family to socialize with people who have similar backgrounds.

16. I feel it is important to keep family traditions alive.

17. I feel it is important to use another language besides English.

18. I would like to visit the country my family came from more than any other foreign country I can
think of.

19. It bothers me when other people make fun of another group's customs and language.

20. I belong to a club or organization that is related to my family's national and/or religious back-
ground.

21. I was born in the United States.

22. My family has always spoken English

23. My family name has always been the same, even generations ago.

11



HANDOUT 2

Conclusions

Based on your responses to the "Questionnaire" and your discussion with yeur parents or other relatives
about the "Questionnaire," answer the questions below:

1. I am a member of a family with strong religious-language-social-customs ties.
(If so, write down what each of these ties is, e.g., religious a Catholic; language a Spanish;
social live in the same neighborhood as others in our group; customs a dress as do members
of our religious/social group.)

2. These ties my family have are very important to me. Why, why not?

3. The emphasis on ethnic groups and on differences among people is dangerous. I feel we should
all try to forget our cultural and ethnic differences and recognize ourselves as Americans first.
Do you agree or disagree? Expiain your answer, if you wish.

2
12



HANDOUT 2

4. I feel that participating in events, practicing customs, and keeping my ties to an ethnic group
are very important and have little or nothing to do with my being a good American. Do you
agree or disagree? Explain your answer, if you wish.

5. Recently, I have become more aware of my ethnic background and would like to find out more.

Agree Disagree

6. The subject of ethnicity is NOT important to me at this time.

Agree Uisagree

1 3 13
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Ac i170t7 a
My Ancestry
introduction:
Tracing one's ancestry can be both a worthwhile and, at the same time, a frustrating experience. This activity
is designed to get participants started. Again, we wish to emphasize the voluntary nature in asking people
to trace their huritage. Only if participants indicate that they want to delve into their origins should they be
asked to do so. Depending on the person, there will be various stumbling blocksadopted child, inadequate
records, fears on the part of relatives of disclosing certain information. Therefore, use discretion as you pro-
cead with the activity.
Objective:
To gather and record dates, places, and names of one's family origins.
Time: Varies, depending on the quality of personal records
Materials: "How To Proceed" (Handout 3)

"Ancestry Chart" (Handout 4)
"Tips" (Handout 5)

Procedure:
Outlined in "How To Proceed" (Handout 3)

Frank Allaben and Mabel Washburn, How To Trace And Record Your Own Ancestry. New York:
National Historical Association, 1932.

Gilbert Doane, Searching For Your Ancestors. Bloomington, Minn.: University of Minnesota Press, 1973.
E. K. Kirkham. Simplified Genealogy For Americans. Deseret Book Co., 1968:
E. K. Kirkham. ABC's Of American Genealogical Research. Deseret Book Co., 1965.
Norman Wright, Building An American Pedigree. Brigham Young Press, 1974.
Genealogy, Boy Scout Merit Badge Manual, Boy Scouts of America, 1973.

14



HANDOUT 3

How to Proceed

To fill in your ancestry chart, follow these steps:
Step 1: Using Handout 4, "Ancestry Chart," start with you as No. 1. Beside the number 1 print your

fun name in pencil Under your name, print your date of birth after the letter b. Print your birth-
place (city and state or country) after the letter p. The letters in parentheses are left for you and
your children to fill in at the appropriate times.

At this point your chart should look like this:

2.

Susan Carol James
b. June 27, 1962
p. Minot, N. D.

You have completed one generationyours.

3.

b.
p.

b.

p.

Step 2: Next go to number 2 and print in full your father's name. Under his name, print his date of birth

beside the letter b. Then print his place of birth beside the letter p. Add the date of his marriage
by the letter m, and the place he was married by the letter p. If applicable, put in his date of death
beside the letter d and his place of death beside the letter p (both city and state or country).

Step 3: Next, go to number 3 and print in your mother's full name beside the number. Then, proceed to
fill in the rest of the information called for, as you did for your father in step 2.

Step 4: Follow the same procedures for your grandparents and gttn-grandparents as you did for your
mother and father. Use number 4 for your father's father, number 5 for his mother, number 6
for your motives father and number 7 for her mother. Then, 8 and 9 are the parents of 4, 10 and
11 of 5, 12 and 13 of 6, 14 and 15 of 7.

5
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HANDOUT 5

Tips Sources and Resources

1. Whenever possible, verify the information cn your chart with primary documentsbirth certificates,
baptismal records, death certificates, marriage certificates. This is the only way you can be certain
your information is correct.

2. Keep a record of the sources you've used to fill in the chart. It would be a good idea to purchase a
loose leaf binder for your genealogy. Put down full references: Whose birth certificate?Where was
it found?etc.

Be certaio to get complete informationfull names, dates, places. Then, as mentioned in 1. above,
be sure to document the information with primary sources.

The following is a list of possible information sources and some tips on how to use them:

1. Birth, death, marriage, baptismal, etc., records. Be certain to obtain full information if you can get it or
copies of the records. Then, make a record of these sources in your 'notebook as mentioned above.

2. Your Family. This is probably one of the first sources for information you'll beinclined to use. One
method you can use to gather information is the interview technique. If you don't have access to a
tape recorder, be sure to write down information about your chart from relatives in a special section

of your notebook.

3. County Courthouses. Records there contain wills, marriage licenses, death certificates, and land records.

4. National Archives. Contains the national census records. These can provide data such as the names of
everyone living in a household, the year they immigrated to the U.S., and their national origins.

17
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Family Folklore
introduction:
Every family has its own set of stories handed down through generations by word of mouth. Participants
may have overlooked some of these favorite stories about things that happened to some of their relatives.
In this activity, participants interview,their relatives to gather their own family's folklore.
Objectives:
To add a personal dimension to gathering the family history.
To record and think about one's family tradition and'tales.
TiMII: Varies
Materials: "My Family's Folklore" (Handout 6)

Portable Tape, Recorder (optional)
Procakire:
Step 1: Distribute copies of Handout 6, "My Family's Folklore."
Step 2: Instruct participants to interview three or four of their favorfte relatives. If their relatives live

far away they may have to correspond by mail. The task is for people to gather as many bits of
family folklore as they can. In other words, what are the family's treasured tales? Aunt Susie
chasing an uncle around the barnyard with a broom, perhaps?

Follow Up:
1. Ask participants to write a few sentences about how the information they've collected has helped them

better understand their own ind their family's behavior.
2. Ask participants how many of their tales relate to their family's ethnic background.

19



HANDOUT 6

"My Family's Folklore"

2o 19



a
Family Customs
Introduction:
This activity completes our guidelines for the genealogies. Of course, in terms of tracing one's ethnic her-
itage we've only just begun. You might wish to encourage members of your group to go far beyond what
is asked for in this guide, particularly with respect to their own ethnic identities and how those identities
are formed by heritage. These guidelines were only meant to provide starting points. "Family Customs"
asks for information about family traditions related to ethnicity.
Objeadve:
To collect information about family practiaas related to ethnicity.
Materials: "My Family's Cu/toms" (Handout 7)
Time: 1-2 hours
Procedure:
Step 1: Distribute copies of Handout 7, "My Family's Customs"
Step 2: Whenever possible, invite participants to interview some of their favorite relatives. Participants

should gather as many of the family customs as they can and list them in the appropriate category
on the Handout. For example, "my family has a heritage of orthodox Judiasm," would be placed
under the category of "religious customs."

Follow Up:
Ask participants to share with each other some of their feelings about how their family and ethnic heritage
has influenced and continues to influence their lives.



HANDOUT 7

uttlY FarnilY5 GLUM(

Raligious and Church Customs:

Mass and Clothing Customs:

Language Customs (other languages spoken? dialects?accents? ):

Mavis. and Wadding Customs:

qp

(Page l of 3)
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HANDOUT 7

Travel customs (between US. and nation of heritage or origin):

Food habits (list kinds of foods eaten down through the generations):

..

. 23
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HANDOUT 7

(Page 3 of 3)

Neighborhood Customs (What kind of neighborhoods hasyour family lived inathnic, class, etc.);

Social Customs (social events attended that were related to family's ethnic and religious background):

Other Customs Related to Ethnicity or Culture:

23



Four Ethnic Experiences

The filmstrips/cassettes in this section represent both common and unique ethnic heritage experiences
among four selected ethnic groups: Scandinavian Americans, Choctaw Indians, Polish Americans, and Amer-
icans of Cape Verdean descent However, the filmstrips are also a source of information about the four
groups; participants will get a chance to compare and contrast their own ethnic experiences with those of
other groups. Because ethnicity has so many different meanings to so many different people, the lessons
and AV in this section should provide for a great deal of reflection and discussion about the various mean-
ings of ethnicity in the.United States and its relation to a larger national identity.

Included in this section are the following activities:
1. Activity 6: Scandinavian-American: A Rediscovery Page 25
2. Activity 7: Being A Choctaw: Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians Page 26
3. Activity 8: Americans of Polish Descent: The Chicago Experience Page 27
4. Activity it C. Verdun.: Strong Tios, Strong People. Page 28
5. Activity 10: Comparing Lifestyles and Ethnic Experiences P*98 29
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Scandinavian-American: A Rediscovery

tti

Introduction:
This filmstrip/casette illustrates how tracing one's thnic heritage, as did the activities in Section Two for
many participants in your group, can lead to a bett.,, more positive understanding or'who we are." The
girl in the presentation has become engrossed in her ancestry. Participants should discuss why one's ancestry
holds such a fascination for many people although their primary identity may be "American."
Materials and Lquipment: AFS filmstrip/cassette, "Scandinavian-American: A Rediscovery"

Filmstrip projector
Screen
Cassette tape player

Time: AV presentation-6 minutes, 15 seconds
Discusskn-30 minutes

Procedure:
Step 1: Show AFS filmstrip, "Scandinavian-American: A Rediscovery" (6 minutes, 15 seconds)
Step 2: Ouestions to focus discussion:

1. The girl in the filmstrip uses her search into her ethnic heritage as a way of finding out more about
"who she is." How can such a search answer questions about her identity?
(Our habits, customs and behavior patterns are often linked to our ethnicity even though our re-
cognition of this fact may Ile dormant until we begin to research our ancestry. The insights we
gain out our owl identity can lead to greater personal security and confidence.)

2. Whet ecific Swedisb influences did the girl find in her own home?
(Foodb and eating habits, celebrations of the Summer Solstice, Christmas, and the Maypole cere-
mony, to name a few.)
What do participants think about the girl's attention to her ethnic ancestry?
(You may get a spectrum of responses here from very positive to negative. Some people feel that
ethnic identity directly interferes with national loyalty. If this becomes an issue among members
of your group, it would be isell to discuss it. Humans are capable of multiple loyalties. One's feel-
ings about their ethnic heritage need not subtract or detract from their loyalty to the nation.

25
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Acoivay
Being a Choctaw:
Mississippi Bond of Choctaw Indians
Introduction:
This AV presentation has a much different tone to it than did the one on Scandinavian Americans. Empha-
sis is placed on the contrast between old and new ways and the relationship of Indians to the dominant
Anglo-culture.
Materials end Equipment: AFS filmstrip/cassette"Being A Choctaw: Mississippi Band of Choctaw

Indians"
Filmstrip projector
Screen
Cassette tape player

Tuns: AV Presentation-4 minutes, 30 seconds
Discussion-30 minutes

Procedural
Step 1: Show AFS filmstrip/cassette, "Being A Choctaw: Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians."
Stap 2: Questions to focus discussion:

1. What things about this filmstrip strike you as different from the presentation on Scandinavian-
Americans?
(There is an emphasis on being in cultural conflict with the dominant Anglo-culture; the presenta-
tion is characterized by a lock of verbalization on the part of the narrator; one can almost detect
a bitterness about the clash between Choctaw and tha dominant Anglo-culture, etc.).

2. What adjectives are used to explain what being a Choctaw is?
("Difficult," "forever," "emotional," to name a few).
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ActuiVW 8
Americans of Polish Descent:
The Chicngo Experience
Introduction:
The narrator in this filmstrip emphasizes that most Polish-Americans are "Americans first," but also
of Polish Ancestry. Moreover, it is significant why and how the presentation attempts to parallel Amer-
ican history in general with the Polish-American experience in the United States. This woul0 be a good
case study to compare with the Choctaw Indians regarding the degree of assimilation into U. S. life.

Materials and Equipment: AFS filmstrip/cassette, "Americans of Polish Descent: The Chicago
Experience"

Filmstrip projector
Screen
Cassette tape player

Time: AV presentation (9 minutes)
Discussion (30 minutes)

Procaduse:
Step 1: Show AFS filmstrip/cassette, "Americans of Polish Descent: The Chicago Experience"
Stap 2: Questions to focus discussion:

1. Compared with Choctaw Indians, in general, how have Polish-Americans assimilated into
dominant U.S. cultural patterns?
(It would seem that assimilation has occurred to a much greater extent. Reasons for this
can be found in the ancestry of Polish peopleanother reason why it's important to delve
into ethnic heritage.)

2. In what specific vays does the narrator link Polish heritage with U. S. history?
(First labor strike, pan of 19th century immigration)

3. In what ways has the U. S. changed Polish people who have emigrated here?
(Family relationships have broken up, necessity to change language, etc.)

4. Which ties te Polish ancestry are retained by many Polish-Americans?
(Experiences with extended family; social ceremonies kept alive by concentrations of
Poles in cities, particularly Chicago; attention to law snd authority; retention of much
of the ceremony related to weddings; to name a few.)
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Cape Verdeons: Strong lies, Strong People

C

Introduction:
"Cape who's?" might be a common initial reaction of many people to this AV presentation. Very
little attention has been paid to the ancestry of Cape Verdean-Americans. Yet, here is an excellent
study of people who are proud of their heritage and, at the same time, diffused within U. S. society.
Materials and Equipment : AFS filmstrip/cassette, "Cape Verdeans: Strong Ties, Strong

People"
Filmstrip projector
Screen
Cassette tape player

Time: AV presentation (F minutes)
Discussion (30 minutes)

Procedure:
Step 1: Show AFS filmstrip/cassette, "Cape Verdeans: Strong Ties, Strong People"
Step 2: Questions to focus discussion:

1. How does an under:wilding of Cape Verdean ancestry help Americans of Cape Verdean
ancestry understand themselves better?
(They can discover foods they eat, their heritage in terms of adaptation to environment,
arts end crafts, to name a few.)

2. What specific things about Cape Verdean life make Americans of Cape Verdean descent a
distinct subgroup?
(Horne lif is strong; life is difficult; scarcity of natural resources; experiences at sea about
whaling ships; to name a few.)



itc
Comparing Lifestyles and Ethnic Experiences
lntrcduction:
A key point in examining our own ethnic heritage and in looking at the four case studies just pre-
sented is to see that ethnic heritage has many different meanings for ethnic groups and for their
individual members. There is a tendency to oversimplify this matter, to say that there are either
those groups and people for whom ethnic heritage means a great deal or that there are groups for
whom their heritage means very little, if anything. This activity should illustrate that the issue is
more complex than a simple "either we are or we're not ethnics" kind of thinking. Participants
can involve themselves in comparing their own ethnic experiences and attitudes with those of the
four groups studied in the first part of this section.
Materials: "My Lifestyle Compared " (Handout 8)

"Comparisons " (Handout 9)
Time: Varies, but generally one to two hours
Procedure:
Step 1: Distribute copies of Handout 8, "My Lifestyle Compared," to members of your group.
Step 2: Ask participants to fill in information called for in Column One, "My_Lifestyle."
Step 3: Allow time to discuss differences and similarities between lifestyles among members of

the group, and how the variations in lifestyle may or may not be related to the ethnic
heritages of your group.

Step 4: Break your group into smaller groups of 3-4 people. Each subgroup should then proceed
to fill in the other four columns on Handout 8 based on the information they got from
the filmstrips and their own personal knowledge. (Note: this may be a difficult task for
many people because of a lack of information. Therefore, this part of the activity could
be condensed by simply basing their responses on very limited data, or it could become
an elaborate exercise in collecting extensive data about each of the four groups. However,
not having a great deal of knowledge about the groups or being unable to answer all of the
boxes with complete answers would not detract from the effectiveness or the goals of the
activity.)

Discussion: (Suggested questions to focus on after having completed Handout 8)
1. Based on the limited information we may have about Scandinavian-Americans, Choctaw Indians,

Polish-Americans, and Cape Verdean-Americans, in what ways are our own lifestyles similar and
different?

2. What generalizations can be made about both our personal lifestyles and those of the four case
study groups?
(Participants should be able to see try now that it is often very oifficult to generalize because
there are so many factors that contribute to an individual's personal identity. To be sure, there
are some cultural differences. But this question may help bring out the point that not all members
of a particular group are alike.)

Step 5: Distribute copies of Handout 9, "Comparisons," to each person in the subgroups.
Step 6: Ask participants to fill in the checklist on Handout 9.
Step 7: Go through the items on the Handout and ask voltr`eers for their responses and reasons for

making their responses.
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"My Lifestyle Compared"

Religious affiliation
and practices

"My Lifestyle" I Scandinavian-Americans Choctaw Indians Polish-Americans Cape Verdean-Americans

Job or occupation

Favorite foods

Language heritage
and languages
sPoken

Type of neighborhood
live in (farm, inner city&
suburban, etc.)

Special ceremonies
practiced and/or
observed (Ex: wedding
in Scandinavian-Amer.
ican filmstrip)

Social pastimes
(recreation, activi-
tin in groups, etc.)

Other customs or
practices adhered to



HANDOUT 9

"Comparisons"

(Please circle your responses to each question by circling one of the numbers 1-2-3---4--or

1. To what extent does ethnic heritage matter?

(Page 1 of 2)

Not At All Some A Great Deal

To me? 1 2 3 4 5

To the girl in the filmstrip on
Scandinavian-Americans? 1 2 3 4 5

To Choctaw Indians as portrayed
in the filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

To Polish-Americans in Chicago
in that filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

To Cape Verdean-Americans as
expressed in the filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

2. To what extent do each of the following see themselves as primarily ethnic or primarily Americans?

Primarily Ethnic Both Primarily American

Myself? 1 2 3 4 5
The girl in the Scandinavian-American
filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

Choctaw Indians as portrayed in the
filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

Polish-Americans as depicted in the
filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

Americans of Cape Verdean descent
as portrayed in the filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

3. To what extent do you think each of the following feel alienated from the mainstream of U.S. life and culture?

Not At All Some A Great Deal

Myself? 1 2 3 4 5

The girl in the Scandinavian-American
filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

Choctaw Indians as portrayed in the
filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

Polish-Americans as portrayed in the
filf...,ivo? 1 2 3 4 5

Americans of Cape y;.7dean descent as
depicted in the filmstrii.l? 1 2 3 4 5
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HANDOUT 9

4. To what extent do you think each of the following resents social pressure to conform to the lifestyles and
values of the majority culture in America?

Not At All Some A Great Deal

Myself? 1 2 3 4 5

The girl in the filmstrip on
Scandinavian-Americans? 1 2 3 4 5

The Choctaw Indians as portrayed
in the filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

The Polish-Americans in Chicago
in the filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

The Cape Verdean-Americans as
expressed in the filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

S. To what extent do you think each of the foHowinq might feel that they are sometimes discriminated against
because of some aspect of their ethnic backgi f id? For what reasons?

Not At All Some A Great Deal

Myself? 1 2 4 5

The girl in the filmstrip on
Scandinavian-Americans? 1 2 3 4 5

The Choctaw Indians as portrayed
in the filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

The Polish-Americans in Chicago
in the filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

The Cape Verdean-Americans as
expressed in the filmstrip? 1 2 3 4 5

6. To what extent do you think ethnic differences between groups result in or contribute to social problems in
American society? (unemployment, immigration, segregation, etc.) Why?

Not At All Some A Great Deal

Between myself and others 1 2 3 4 5

Between the girl in the Scandinavian-
American filmstrip and others? 1 2 3 4 5

Between the Choctaw Indians as
portrayed in the filmstrip and others? 1 2 3 4 5

Betimpen Polish-Americans in the film-
strip and others? 1 2 3 4 5

Between Cape Verdean-Americans as
depicted in the filmstrip and others? 1 2 3 4 5
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E nidty and Others

This section can serve as a set of post-tests for what participants have gained from the preceding ac-
tivities, or it can be used as a self-contained unit for study of ethnicity as a global issue. If the group has
completed the first two units and has had a chance to look at both their own ethnic heritage and that of
the four groups, this unit provides an opportunity to reassess how they feel about ethnicity and its relaton-
ship to life in a multicultural, yet globally interdependent world.

Included in this section are the following activities:
1. Activity 11: "American of the Year" Page 35
2. Activity 12: "Cronies, Dandis, and Others" Page 37
3. Activity 13: "Community Issues and Ethnicity" Page 44
4. Activity 14: "Global Issues and Ethnicity" Page 46
6. Activity 16: "How Important Is Ethnicity To Me?: A Reexamination" Page 67

inherent within this unit are four major concepts identified as crucial perspectives on ethnicity as a
community and global issue. These concepts are:

1 Interdependence: The fact that family members are interdependent, as are families to other families,
communities to other communities, nations to other nations. This is the concept, which in turn needs
to be complemented by sicills of recognizing interdependence and working within interdependent
frameworks.

Conflict: Within and between members of families or other units there are forces which tend to divide
and diminish relationships. Social injustice and economic inequity are examples of conflict-ridden
issues which are often complicated by ethnicity.

3. Communication: To be able to work with and understand each other, communication is a key factor;
without it we cannot expect resolution of conflict. This means understanding not only other languages,
but also "hidden" communication and the means which people can use to communicate.

4. Change: As change is a part of our lives, we need to understand the processes of change, how to
initiate change, and how to deal with change. In dealing with ethnicity as a social issue, this happens
on a very personal level as participants change through their experience; knowing that one is changing,
anti that one chooses among change alternatives, enhances one's understanding of the world and our
erwironment



Whenever possible, discussion should be ultimately focused through these perspectives as they aid in
illustrating the dimensions of ethnicity as an issue of concern to individuals, communities, and nations.
This approach addresses five major questions to the participant:

1. To what extent do I believe ethnicity interferes with or is in harmony with being an "American"?
More importantly, What does it mean to be an "American"? (Activity 11"American of the Year")

2. How does ethnic behavior and culture in general affect how I behave toward others? (Activity 12
"Cronies, Dandis, and Others")

3. How do I react to issues involving ethnic differences which concern me and my community? (Activity
13"Community Issues and Ethnicity")

4. How do I react to global issues involving ethnicity in the international community? (Activity 14
"Global Issues and Ethnicity")

5. Now that I've considered some of the issues involving ethnic heritage, how important is ethnicity to
me? (Activity 15"How Important is Ethnicity To Me?: A Reexamination")

Finally, as stated in the introduction to this guide, Section Four contains information and processes
which are the most difficult relative to the rest of the units. The activities are carefully sequenced to accom-
rbsh tha desired total learning goals from the unit. Therefore, it is important that activities are not taken
out of context or used without the appropriate approach. The facilitator/teacher should consider the na-
ture of the materials before beginning the total unit.
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Ac Nvity
American of the Year
Introduction:
This activity provides an interesting way for participants to define what is meant by the term "American."
It also asks them to consider what role ethnic heritage plays in defining what they think of as "American."
Materials: "Candidates for American of the Year " (Handout 10)
Time: 45 minutes
Procedure:
Step 1: Ask participants to break into groups of five or six.
Step 2: INstribute one copy of Handout 10 to each group.
Step 3: Instruct participants as follows:

"You and the other people in your group have been selected to serve on a national election com-
mittee to select the American of the Year. On the handout are listed candidates for this award.
Your group must be unanimous in your decision to choose the one best candidate for the honor.
A spokespersoh from your group should explain to others in the audience why each candidate was
selected or rejected. Your group has 20 minutes to make its decision."

Discussion:
1. What qualities were most important to your group in choosing a 'inner?
2. What qualities were lust important?
3. If your group could not arrive at a winner in the allotted time, why not?
4. Which one of the candidates comes closest to yow image of the "ideal American"? Explain.
5. How much did ethnic background affect your group's decision?
6. If none of the candidates fit your group's image of the ideal American, writeout a profile of someone

who should receive such an award.
7 Is it useful to try to identify any one person as "American of the Year"? Suchan award might imply

that there is an ideal American that we should ill become. Is there not a possibility that there are
many ways to be an ideal "American"? Does "American" imply only people living in the United
States?
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HANDOUT 10

Candidates for Amedcan of the Year

Rani id Jenkins, Scarsdale, New York. Mr. Jenkins is sponsored by the Scarsdale University Health Club. Age,
31manled 13 yam, 2 childrensalesman, Intertech Corporationgraduated with honors from Cornell
UniversityPresident, Americans for America, Scarsdale chapterPresident, Fourth of July ClubSecretary
Treasurer, Scarsdale chapter of the International Organization of Odd Fellowshobbles include fishing,
hunting, baseball, football, basketball, physical fitness.

Loretta Mc Dole, Santa Fe, Now Mexico. Sponsomd by the League of HousewivesAge 52married 25 yean, 5
childrenhousewifeeleventh grade educationSecretary-Treasurer of the Santa Fe Scottish Rites Organization
President of the United Scottish Clans of AmericaTreasurer PTA and Santa Fe League of Housewives
hobbles include sewing, cooking, nostalgia.

Denise Rodriguez, Denver, Colorado. Sponsored by the United Mexican-Americans for Action. Age, 21
single, lives alone, no childrenDirector, Center for Women in PoliticsMA degree in Sociology from
University of ColoradoConsultant, Mexico in America InstitutePresident, UMAS (at University of
Colorado during college years)hobbies include reading, swimming, tennis.

Gems Ahmed, Detroit, Michigan. Sponsored by the Detroit Chamber of Commerce. Age, 37married, wife and
3 children live with his parents in Lebanonhas recently applied for U.S. citizenshipConsultant, Midoc
Engineering Co.Doctorate in Chemical Engineering from American University, Beirut, Lebanonilsted in
Detroit's "Who's Who in the Arab-American CommunitynMember, Americans for Democratic Action
hobbies include writing, reading, boating, fishing.

Janet Holloway, Waldo, Kansas. Sponsored by University of Kansas, Newman Club. Age 18, married, no
childrenstudent in physicsworked her way through all schooling (was raised in an orphanage in Salina,
Kansas) Miss America caniidate from Kansas last yearhobbies include piano, ballet, macrame.

Ruda lfo Onoco, Sao Paulo, Brazil. Sponsored by the Organization of American States. Age, 34married, 5
childrenbusinessman, seller for Expo Coffee Co.attending night school in Sao Paulo to learn English-
16 years an official in the Brazilian government

Gw1aSaJtnsck, Browning, Montana. Sponsored by the Native-American Indian Faculty. Ms. Straight-
neck Ise full-blooded Blackfoot. She lived on the Blackfoot reservation all her life (72 years)has 9 children,
17 grandchildrenteaches Blackfoot language on the reservation.

Jack Fortrana (J.63, Atlanta, Georgia. Sponsored by American Manufacturers Association. Age, 61, married
41 years, 3 childrenPresident of the Board, Superking Grocersinherited multi-million dollar fortune from
his fatherExalted Ruler, Atlanta Elks Clubmember Atlanta Chapter of the NAACPAtlanta Boys' Club
tooneormemby of Boys' Club BoardRotary Clubcontributor to many charities (refuses to claim his
contributiona as income tax deductions), plans to will $5 million to the United Negro College Fundhobbies
include golf, raiding.
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Cronies, Dandis, and Others
Introduction:
Although this activity is not specific to any particular ethnic or cultural group, it is an effective way
to show participants the impact of culture on behavior, especially nonverbal behavior. it has been estimated
that over 50% of human communication is nonverbal. Such an estimate suggests that it is probably
as important to understand the cultural and ethnic variations of a group, as it is to simply learn another
group's language or dialect. To some extent understanding and adjusting to these variations can mean the
difference between successful and unsuccessful interethnic and intercultural communication.
The following set of role plays is designed to help participants check out their reactions to varialions in non-
verbal communication and behavior and to look into the function of such behavior in ethnic heritage aware-
ness.
Materials: 6 sets of role sheets, A and B in each set, Cronies, Dandis, Ords, Fondis, and Lindis
Suggested Procedure:
Step 1: Look through the five sets of role playing situations and choose one or two for your group to do.

Note: Each role playing situation consists of two sheets, A and B of the same set.)
Stop 2: Ask for four volunteers to do each role play. Explain that the goal of the activity is to learn more

about the variety of human behavior that influences communication between group& Each role
playing situation requires four people, or two pair& Preferably, each pair in the foursome
should consist of a male and a female, although this is not absolutely necessary for a suc-
cessful experience.

How To Proceed With One Role Play Situation:
Stip 3: Give ono pair of participants in the fourvome one of the sheets marked B. Instruct the pair to

leave the room, study their roles for about five minutes, and be ready to return to the room
when called upon to do so.

Step 4: Give the other pair in the foursome the sheet marked A of the same color. Instru, 'hem to read
and study their roles and be ready to meet the B pair in a few minutes. Explain to the rest
of the group that they can act as observers by noting %vhat specific behaviors we demonstrated
by both of the pairs in the role play.

Stap 5: Bring the two pairs together and ask them to proceed with the role play. Each situation should
take no longer than six to seven minutes to act out
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Note: You can maximize participations by distributing copies of the role plays to groups of four in your
entire audience.

Discussion:
1. Were the "Americans" able to accomplish their task? What accounts for their being able or not being

able to do so?
2. How did the students who role played the situation with the Ords feel about their respective roles?

Were they comfortable or uncomfortable? Was it difficult for the Ords to act out their roles? What
do you suppose many people might feel uncomfortable touching members of the same sex?

3. How did the foursome who role played the Dandis and their counterparts feel while acting out their
roles? Why do you suppose many people might have difficulty in physically standing so close to others?
(Point out examples: In many Latin American and Middle Eastern societies, there are different views
about proximity.) Can participants think of examples of body space differences based on their own
ethnic and travel experiences?

4. Ask for comments about how participants in the Cronies, Fondis, and Lindis situations felt about their
respective roles. Were the "Americans" successful in accomplishing their goals in these situations?

5. What cultural practices do wa as North Americans have that might seem strange or even ridiculous to
smile outsiders to our culture? Which ones do you think might cause difficulty in communicating
across national boundaries?

6. Try to point out as many examples as you can. (Example: Many North Americans have a concept of
body space that is quite different from that found among Latin Americans. If it is a sign of warmth
and friendlineu to stand close to others in those cultures, then standing farther.apart, as is usually the
case among North Americans, might indicate to Latin Americans that we wish to keep OUT distance
from them and not be so friendly.)

7. Which of the customs that you saw role played, or participated in, do you feel would cause the Most
difficulty in achieving successful communication among ethnic and cultural groups?

B. Which of the cultural practices would you feel most uncomfortable with? Most comfortable with?
Which ones do you think you could change your feelings about most easily and readily?.

Evaluation:
During the course of debriefing, participants should state that:

1. Nonverbal behavior is important in understanding other groups.
2. Most nonverbal behavior is unconscious.
3. It is important to examine both our own nonverbal behavior and that of others in achieving ethnic

awareness
4. Role playing is a useful technique in gaining better understanding of other groups and their behavior.
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Role Sheet
Crony Set, Sheet A

You are two people from the land of Crony. As Cronies, you have certain ways of doing some things.
Your land is run by females (girls and women). The females in your land are in charge of all the important
parts of Crony life. For example, if one has an important favor to ask of someone else in Crony, a girl must
ask another girl. A boy cannot ask an important favor of another boy. It is forbidden for a boy to ask a girl
for a favor. When boys talk it is almost always unimportant "chit-chat." Everything important is decided by
girls. All important talk is between girls.

It is very rude for anyone from another land to ask about how things are done in Crony.
You are about to meet two Americans who are traveling through your country. They went out on their

own to find out what Crony is like and lost all thair money. Now the two Americans are stranded a long
distance from their hotel. They have no money for the bus which is the only way of getting back to the
hotel. (There are no trains Or taxis or cars or motorcycles in Crony.) There are no other Americans around
so they will ask you for help. Their job is to get you to loan or give them enough money for bus fare back
to their hotel.

As you talk to them pretend to be Cronies. Do everything as you think Cronies would. If the Americans
cannot figure out the correct and proper way to ask a favor of a Crony, then you should not give them or
loan them the money.

Role Sheet
Crony Set, Sheet B

You are two Americans traveling through another land known as Crony. You want out on your own to
find out what Crony is like. You both accidentally lost all your money. Now you are stranded 60 miles from
your hotel without any bus fare. (There are no trains or taxis or cars or motorcycles in Crony.) There are no
other Americans around so you decide to ask two Crony citizens for help. Your job is to get the two Cronies
to loan or give you enough money for bus fare back to your hotel.

You know very little about the land of Crony and how its people do things. in order to get the morsy
you need, you will have to figure out what is important in the way to ask a Crony for a favor. You probably
should not come right out and ask how you should talk to a Crony. You might make them angry. Before
you go to the Cronies, you two talk about WHAT you are going to say and HOW you are going to say it to
get your bus fare.
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Role Sheet
Dandi Set, Sheet A

You are two people from the land of Dandi. As Dandis, you have certain ways of doing some things.
For one thing, all Dandis must always use their voices correctly. You have been brought up to NEVER
raise your voice when talking to someone, unless you are angry.

Since everyone speaks in such soft voices in Dandi, people talking to each other stand 12 inches (one
ruler-length) apart or even closer. People who stand further than 12 inches apart while talking are considered
cold and stand-offish.

It is very rude for anyone from another land to ask about how things are done in Dandi.
You are about to meet two Americans who aretraveling through your country. They went out on

their own to 1. Nhat Dandi is like and lost all their money. Now the two Americans are stranded a
long distance fungi their hotel. They have no money for the bus which Ls the only way of getting back to
the hotel. (There we no trens or taxis or cars or motorcycles in Dandi.) There are no other Americans
around so they will ask you for help. Their job is to get you to loan or give them enough money for bus
fare back to their hotel.

As you talk to them pretend to be Dandis. Do everything as you think Dandis would. If the Americans
cannot figure out the correct and proper way to ask a favor of a Dandi, then you should not give them or
loan them the money.

Role Sheet
Dendi Set, Sheet B

You are two Americans traveling through another land known as Dandi. You went out on your own to
find.out what Dandi is like. You both accidentally lost all your money. Now you a are stranded 50 miles from
your hotel without any bus fare. (There are no trains or taxis or cars or motorcycles in Dandi.) There are
no other Americans around so you decide to ask two Dandi citizens for help. Your job is to get the two
Dandis to loan or give you enough money for bus fare back to your hotel.

You know very little about the land of Dandi and how its people do things. In order to get the money
you need you will have to figure out what is important in the way to ask a Dandi for a favor. You probably
should not come right out and ask how you should talk to a Dandi. You might make them angry. BE fore you
go to the Dandis, you two talk about WHAT yo6 are going to say and HOW you are going to say it to get
your bus fare.
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R. Sheet
Ow Set Sheet A

You are two people from the land of Ord. As Ords, you have certain ways of doing somq things. For
one thing, touching is very important when boys talk to other boys or when girls talk to other girls. Children
of Ord are raised around people who do a lot of gentle patting and hugging when they talk to other people
of the same sex. When talking, boys pat and hug other boys; girls hug and pat other girls. However, this
touching is never done while talking to a member of the opposite sexwhen a boy and girl talk.

When talking in the land of Ord, looking right into another's eyes is very important. When boys are
talking to boys or when girls ere talking td girls, they must look into each other's eyes at all times. However,
as with touching, when a boy and girl talk together, they must not look into each other's eyes.

It is very rude for anyone from another land to ask about how things are done in Ord.
You are about to meet two Americans who are traveling through your country. They went out on

their own to find out what Ord is like and lost all their money. Now the two Americans are stranded a long
distance from their hotel. They have no money for the bus which is the only way of getting back to the
hotel. (There are no trains or taxis or cars or motorcycles in Ord.) There are no other Americans around
so they will ask you for help. Their job is to get you to loan or give them enough money for bus fare back to
their hotel.

As you talk to them, pretend to be Ords. Do everything as you think Ords would. If the Americans can-
not figure out the correct and proper way to ask a favor of an Ord, then you should not give or loan them
the money.

Role Sheet
Ord Set, Sheet B

You are two Americans traveling through another land known as Ord. You went out on your own to
find out what Ord is like. You both accidentally lost all your money. Now you are stranded 50 miles from
your hotel without any bus fare. (There are no trains or taxis or cars or motorcycles in Ord.) There are no
other Americans around so you decide to ask two Ord citizens for help. Your job is to get the two Ords to
loan or give you enough money for bus fare badc to your hotel.

You know very little about the land of Ord and how its people do things. In order to get the money
you need yoca will have to figure out what is important in the way to ask an Ord for a favor. You probably
should not come right out and ask how you should talk to an Ord. You might make them angry. Before
you go to the Ords, you two talk about WHAT you are going to say and HOW you are going to say it to
get your bus fare.
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Rote Sheet
Fondi Set, Sheet A

You are two people of the land of Fondi. As Fondis you have certain ways of doing some things. For

one thing, using the correct expression on your face when talking to others is very important. When some-
one says something a Fondi likes or agrees with, it is usual for the listener to look down and frown. Also, if
a Fondi hears something he doesn't like or disagrees with, it is usual for the listener to smile and nod his
head up and down.

Especially important to the Fondis is correct use of the hands when talking. As a Fondi, if you were to
place your hands on your hips it would show that you disagreed with what someone was saying. If you
agreed with what a person was saying you would put your hand in front of the other person's face with

the palm toward them. There is one important thing that a Fondi should never do. A Fondi never touches
his face or head in any way when he is talking. Such touching of one's face or head when talking is a ter-

rible thing for a Fondi to dol
It is very rude for anyone from another land to ask about how things are done in Fondi.
You are about to meet two Americans who are traveling through your country. They went out on their

own to find out what Fondi is like and lost all their money. Now the two Americans are stranded a long dis-

tance from their hotel. They have no money for the bus which is the only way of getting back to the hotel.
(There are no trains or taxis or cars or motorcycles in Fondi.) There are no other Americans around so they
will ask you for help. Their job is to get you to loan or give them enough money for bus fare back to their

hotel.
As you talk to them pretend to be Fondis. Do everything as you think Fondis would. If the Americans

cannot figure out the correct and proper way to ask a favor of a Fondi, then you should not give or loan

them the money.

Role Sheet
Fondi Set, Sheet B

You are two Americans traITling through another land known as Fondi. You went out on your own
to find out what Fondi is like. You both accidentally lost all your money. Now you are stranded 50 miles
from your hotel without any bus fare. (There are no trains or taxis or cars or motorcycles in Fondi.) There
are no other Americans around so you decide to ask two Fondi citizens for help. Your job is to get the two
Fondis to loan or give you enough money for bus fare back to your hotel.

You know very little about the land of Fondi and how its people do things. In order to get the money
you need you will have to figure out what is important in the way to ask a Fondi for a favor. You probably
should not come right out and ask how you should talk to a Fondi. You might make them angry. Before
you go to the Fondis, you two talk about WHAT you are going to say and HOW you are going to say it to
get your bus fare.
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Role Sheet
Lindi Set, Sheet A

You are two people from the land of Lindi. As Lindis you have certain ways of doing some things.
Very important among Lindis are the special ways of giving and getting loans and gifts. When a Lindi
LOANS another person something, the receiver of the loan must give the lender something in return. The
bqrrower must pay back the loan, but the lender gets to keep what was given to him in return.

Gifts are never offered without the giver suggesting that he get part of the gift himself. For example,
if a Lindi were to give another person a loaf of bread, he would expect to share part of the loaf himself.

The difference between lending and giving seems strange to many outsiders but it began at a time in
Lindi history when loans and gifts were ruining many friendships. So the above ways of giving and lending
were begun.

It is very rude for anyone from another land to ask about how things are done in Lindi.
You are about to meet two Americans who are traveling through your country. They went out on

their own to find out what Lindi is like and lost all their money. Now the two Americans are stranded a
long distance from their hotel. They have no money for the bus which is the only way of getting back to the
hotel. (There are no trains or taxis or cars or motorcycles in Lindi.) There are no other Americans around so
they will ask you for help. Their job is to get you to loan or give them enough money for bus fare back to
their hotel.

As you talk to them pretend to be Lindis. Do everything as you think Lindis would. If the Americans
cannot figure out the correct and proper way to ask a favor of a Lindi, then you should not give or loan
them the money.

Role Sheet
Lindi Set, Sheet B

You are two Americans traveling through another land known as Lindi. You went out on your own to
find out what Lindi is like. You both accidentally lost all your money. Now you are stranded 50 miles from
your hotel without any bus fare. (There are no trains or taxis or cars or motorcycles in Lindi.) There are no
other Americans around so you decide to ask two Lindi citizens for help. Your job is to get the two Lindis
to loan or give you enough money for bus fare back to your hotel.

You know very little about the land of Lindi and how its people do things. In order to get the money
you need you will have to figure out what is important in the way to ask a Lindi for a favor. You probably
should not come right out and ask how you should talk to a Lindi. You might make them angry. Before you
go to the Lindis, you two talk about WHAT you are going to say and HOW you are going to say it to get
your bus fare.
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ilerila
Community Issues and Ethnicity

C

Introduction:
This exercise is designed to help participants explore some of their attitudes and behavior
patterns which relate directly to real life situations in which ethnicity complicates or is the cause of signifi-
cant issues. The exercise encourages participants to draw upon the background information gained from the
previous exercises in this unit and then to shift their thinking from the abstraction of exercise 12 ("Cronies,
Dandis, and Others,") to the concrete incidents related in this exercise.
Participants are provided with definitions of some of the key concepts in interethniaintercultural
relations and are then asked to individually evaluate the incidents cited in those terms. The objective of the
exercise is for the participants to become aware of their attitudes and behavior patternsboth on an indi-
vidual and group levelthat affect intergroup relations on issues involving ethnicity which exist in contem-
porary communities. The exercise is particularly effective when done with multicultural or multiethnic

grouPs
Objectives:
1. To identify different examples of dehumanizing beliefs, attitudes, and behavior involving ethnic

groups in school and community situations.
2. To specify degrees of offensive behaviors and the relativity depending on ethnic/racial values and

cultural lifestyles.
3. To clarify one's own values, standards, and expectations.
4. To gain insight into differences in cultural style within the "American Way."
Time: 1 to 2 class periods, depending on the length of discussion.
Materials: "Definitions" (Handout 11)

"Incidents" (Handout 12)
Introduction:
This exercise I. designed to help participants explore same of their attitudes and behavior patterns which

relate directly to real life situations in which ethnicity complicates or is the cause of significant issues.

The exercise encourages participants to draw upon the background information gained from the previous

exercises in this unit and then to shift their thinking from the abstraction of Activity 12 (Cronies, Dandis,

and Others) to the concrete incidents related in this exercise.
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Suggested Procedure:
Step 1: Instruct the participant to read the definitions of the related concepti (Handout 11). After having

made certain that the definitions are understood, instruct the participant to read through the
incidents (handout 12) and to analyze them according.to the related concepts. Participants should
try to identify specific examples of prejudice, stereotyping, etc.; and should underline those parts
of the situations described which they feel illustrate the concept It is important to note that not
every incident contains examples of the defined attitudes, beliefs and behaviors; participants will
likely differ in their interpretations of the definitions and analysis of the incidents. Recognition
of the differences in interpretation is a significant part of the learning process in this exercise.

Step 2: Instruct the participants to break up into groups of five or six (sometimes, if the situation is care-
fully controlled, it is interesting to form groups according to ethnic, cultural or racial designation
for the sake of group comparison).

Step 3: After making sure each participant has individually made his decision, instruct each small group
to try and come to a consensus decision on each incident

Step 4: When enough discussion has taken place, ask each group to report their decision back to the whole.
Discussion and Eva lust:ion:
1. Discussion. (Note: it is-imperative that participants be allowed to share how they view the situation

without thinking they were wrong. Tell the group there is no one right answer.) Each should be
encouraged to share his perspective and why they think and judge the situation as they do. Persons
hearing one another's viewpoint often "change," and that is encouraged.

2. Go through as many incidents as you feel are necessary to help people become sensitive to discrimi-
nation, etc., and emphasize that they may be both overt and covert samples, conscious or unconscious,
intended or inadvertent.

3- Raise the question of how laws are to be made to remedy situations which a society considers unac-
ceptable to certain ethnic groups (anti-discrimination, desegregation, etc.).
Discus how ethnicity relates to communication, interdependence, change and conflict in intergroup
relations.

r, 4 7
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HANDOUT 11

Definitions
The following definitions of key concepts in intercultural and interethnic relations are adapted with

slight modification from the Encyclopedia of Sociology by the Dushkin Publishing Company, Guilford,
Connecticut.

It is important to note that the definitions are provided only to give a working "common base" to use
in analysis of the following incidents. In no way is it suggested that these particular definitions are the most
correct or most inclusive; rather, they are academically sound for the purposes of this exercise.

A. Prejudicea feeling or attitude, usually unfavorable or hostile, directed toward E. person or group. Pre-
judice is often considered an individual phenomenon originating in various psychological conditions.
Although this view is true, prejudice must also be seen as an integral part.of the culture that passes it on
by means of the socialization process. Prejudice is learned antipathy founded on inaccurate and inflex-
ible generalizations. If an individual is not prejudiced, he is capable of rectifying his faulty judgments
when confronted with new evidence. A prejudiced person, however, will become emotional and resis-
tant when entrenched attitudes are threatened.

B. Stereotypecharacteristics believed to belong to a group (national, ethnic or racial) with all individuals
in the group. The characteristics are often exaggerated and very general in nature. (The term derives

from the moulded cast used in the printing process.)

C. Racisma belief in racial superiority that leads to discrimination and prejudice toward those races con-
sidered inferior. Racism plus the power to enforce these beliefs on a societal level can be intentional
or unintentional; individual, institutional, or cultural. In the United States racism has most frequently
taken the form of white societal power over Blacks, Asian Americans, Latinos and Native Americans.

D. Discriminationunfavorable treatment of groups of people on arbitrary grounds, a form of control
that keeps the groups socially distant from one another. This separation is iic.omplished through in-
stitutionalized practices that attribute inferiority on the basis of notions that frequently have little

or nothing to do with the real behavior of those who are discriminated against

E. Segregationthe act of separating one group of people from another, the basis of segregation may be
differences in race, religion, sex, age, class, nationality, or culture. The areas in which groups are segre-
gated most often include education, employment, housing, and public accommodations for eating,
sleeping, and transportation. Implicit in the idea of segregation is the belief that one group is superior
and should be kept apart from another, inferior group. The "superior" group almost always enjoys

the better facilities and treatment
Integrationthe drawing together of parts into a unified, harmonious, coordinated, or cohesive whole.
The term is often used in this abstract sense in social theories, especially by members of the function-
alist school. Most commonly, it is concretely applied to social groups, especially racial . . The United
States has largely achieved desegregation by abolishing the forced separation of the races, but full in-
tegrationthe formation of friendships and voluntary associations that would lead to interracial har-
mony and cohensionremains elusive. Because many people of both races are not yet willing to accept
integration, its coming may be slow if it arrives at all.

G. Assimilationa process by which a distinct racial, cultural, or ethnic group takes on the values of a more
dominant group, which is somewhat modified by the values of the entering group. Complete assimila-
tion will consist of intermarriage, and the adoption of the customs, attitudes, and skills of the domi-
nant group.

H. Ethnocentrismthe tendency to view the norms and values of one's own culture as absolute and to use
them as a standard against which to Judge and measure all other cultures. Ethnocentrism is common
throughout the world and was an accepted assumption in Western social science until the nineteenth
century. Anthropologists have since introduced cultural relativismthe idea that each culture has its
own values and standards and that the culture, norms, and values of other peoples cannot be judged

in terms of one's own.



HANDOUT 12

Inddents (page 1 of 2)

A. A Black girl in the 7th grade, potentially a good student, is not performing at her capacity, constantly
tardy to classes, etc. After several conferences with the girl, the mother and father came in and met
with six of her teachers in a group. The father teaches Black Studies. He spoke for an hour and a half,
the gist of which was White teachers cannot teach Black children.

B. The Bucks Club, a private, non-profit organization whose members are entirely White males, has received
an application for membership from a Mr. John Chin, an American-born Chinese. Some members of the
club favor his admission, largely because he is a prominent member of the local business community and
his influence would be of great value to the club. However, many of the older club members are
adamantly opposed to his admission on the grounds that it would diminish the exclusivity of the club
and, therefore, lead to its decline.
The club finally voted to turn down the application on the basis that Mr. Chin did not provide the
three character references needed for his application to be considered.

C. Most teachers at Morris Elementary School like their students who are largely Puerto Rican and Chi-
cano (Mexican-American). They want them to do well in school and on tests. They feel that it woulo
help their students to get as much practice in English as possible and, therefore, do not allow any Span-
ish to be spoken in school. The younger children sometimes break this rule by mistake but some of the
older children do it, the teachers think, to communicate with friends and keep teachers out of the con-
versation.

D. The primary teachers in Ratton Elementary School, an all-White school, have attempted to organize
multidisciplinary curriculum units. They have developed one on Pilgrims and Indians which includes
some of the following:

Social studies, sociology, and reading readiness: Discuss the family organization of Indians, introduce
the words "papoose," "chief," "brave " and actions of these family members. For example, ask one child
to be the papoose and let the class decide if his actions properly portray a baby.

Science: Discuss the health problems that the Indians must have encountered. This can include a class
discussion of Indian clothing, how it was made, and what it consisted of, the Indians' need for medical
care and how they believed in the witch doctor. Compare this with hospital care, doctors, and nurses

of today.
Art Psoject: Standing Indian teepees are constructed by tacking one piece of construction paper into
a conical shape. Have the children add Indian designs to the teepee and cut a slit in it for the door.
Later, three cut pipe cleaners can be taped to the top to represent the stickswhich support the teepee.

Art Project: Have the children use dry rigatoni noodles to string and paint their own Indian necklaces.

19
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HANDOUT 12

(page 2 of 2)

E. The principal with an all-White staff in a changing neighborhood school (75% White, 25% Black) is
only recruiting at Black colleges until Black staff members we hired.

F. The "Citizens for the Preservation of Pulaski Heights," a very tightly-knit ethnic corrimunity in a large
urban area, has taken an informal, but strong stand opposing the large scale sale of homes and busineues
to persons not of Polish heritage. They are particularly concerned that the neighboring Washington
Heights, a predominantly Black, low income community will spill over into Pulaski Heights and
diminish the ethnic character of their neighborhood. The CPPH people maintain that they have a right
under the Constitution to preserve their ethnic heritage by insuring the continuity and quality of their
community. They point to the fact that even a candidate for President of the United States has made a
statement supporting the right of neighborhoods to preserve their ethnic purity.

G. The following exchange has taken place in an all-Black inner-city elementary school between a boy,
James, and his teacher, Mrs. Boggs, Mrs. Boggs is Black.
James: Sorry to be late. He came and slap me in my face. An' I busted him side his head.
Mrs. B.: Don't be late again. Who v.vas the boy?
James: A boy name' Gonny. I didn' know him. You gonna punish me?
Mrs. B.: Well, you can sit down. See if you can't use good English the next time.

H. New Town, a small midwestern community has traditionally been divided by the railroad tracks be-
tween the Catholic Germanic community and the Protestant Nordic community. Each group has more
or less maintained separate school systems, the Catholic school being private and the other public.
Over the years difficulties have diminished to the point where the schools share facilities and students.
However, recently a public school bond referendum to build an elementary school was defeated
several times, largely through the efforts of a Catholic coalition. The Catholic community contends
that they should not have to pay for a new public school with increased taxes, since they do not use
the facility and gain very little, if any, benefit from it. The relations between the groups have become
very strained and each has threatened the other with law wit&

The teachers' union in Big Fork has a human relations committee which has an approximately equal
number of Native Americans and White& This is similar to the school population. The committee has
bean attempting to sat priorities for their goals, but conflict has been generated between Native
American and White teachers over this issue. The Native American teachers, after announcing that
they are going to hold a Native American caucus, are now meeting and have announced that they
intend to meet separately as a Native Ameriwn caucus at the next human relations committee
meeting.
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C ti vit y 114

Global Issues and Ethnicity
introduction:
Part I, "Population and Mexican Migration," has students consider the implications of population growth
for future immigration policy in the United States. Groups of participants are asked to construct an immi-
gration policy for Mexicans entering the United States in the year 2000 based on their own values and on
the probability that Mexico's population will increase much more rapidly than that of the U.S. in the near
future.
Part II, "Comparing Ethnic Groups and Nations," ad's participants to sort out and rank in order of impor-
tance key characteristics of national minorities in the world today. Four ethnic minorities are used as case
examples: Catholics in Northern Ireland, Armenians in Turkey in the early 20th Century, Turks in Cyprus,
and Spanish Basques. If the implied goals of this part of the unit are achieved, then participants should
recognize that ethnic minorities exist in larger societal contexts, regardless of time and space, and in be-
coming aware of what problems these groups share, they should also recognize that U.S. ethnic groups are
not entirely unique when compared with other nations' ethnic groups.
The activities in this unit are participant centered. It is intended that participants complete en of the activities
in each part as they are carefully sequenced.
Overview of Activities:
Part IPopulation and Mexican Migration
A. Who Should Immipate?Participants set standards for immigration policy of the U.S.
B. Two ProjectionsParticipants examine rapid population growth in Mexico and hypothesize about its

effects on the Mexican-American community in the United States and on future U.S. immigration
POW.

C. Reexamining Immigration Policyf Rejoinder to "Who Should Immigrate?" exercise)
D. Construct Your Otte PolicySmall groups construct an immigration policy for Mexicans entering the

United Stem in the year 2000.
E. Policy and EffectParticipants examine an actual immigration policy plan proposed by a US. President

and compere it with their own policy. Two readings on the effects of such a poiicy are also included.
Time: 2 to 3 class periods depending on the length of discussions

FaiiiCompering Ethnic Groups and Nations
A. Four CosesFour short readings, from which perticipants gather data on shared problems of ethnic

groups around the world, are included.
O. Conspiring CameParticipants compile and evaluate shared characteristics of the five groups.
Timm 2 dam periods
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Port 1 Population and Mexican Migration:
A Case Study In Ethnicity and Global Issues

A. Title: Who Should Immigrate?
Introductiom
If you agree that it is necessary to restrict immigration, the question is, on what basis? This activity
provides participants with an opportunity to examine a list of statements and develop criteria they feel
should determine immigration policy.
Objectives:
To clarify personal values regarding the acceptance of immigrants into the United States.
To compare your personal values with those ofthe group as a whole.
to make decisions via a "forced choice" model.

Meads Is: "Who Should Immigrate" (Handout 13)
Procedure:
1. Distribute copies of "Who Should Immigrate."
2. Sy means of a show of hands, count the number of participants who agree with each statement. Then,

count the number of participants who disagree. Keep a record of responses on the chalkboard.
3. Ouestiont

A. Recognizing what John F. Kennedy said about the United States, that we are a "nation of immi-
grants" how many of the criteria the class agree upon would exclude participants' ancestors from
immigration?
Why would committing a felony in the "native" land, or becoming involved in subversive activities
in a foreign land, be used to keep foreigners from entering the U.S.?

C. How did the group respond to the question of granting special privileges to immigrants who were
threatened by famine in their native lands? What reasons do participants give for responding as
they did?

D. if you wanted to migrate to another country and that country devised an immigration policy
based on the criteria your group agreed upon, would you be able to emigrate?

E. Go through the list of ten items one at a time to discuss with each other your reasons for respond-
ing as you did.

From the list of agreed-upon items (SM of the group vote determines agreement), have a committee
make up an apOication form to be used by persons wishing to apply for immigrant status in the
United States. Have the committee expiain why the questions and types of information they've in-
cluded are important



B. Title: Two Projections
introduction:
How might population growth in Mexico affect thv lives of Mexican-Americans living in the United
States? How might it affect future immigration policy in the United States? In this activity partici-
pants have an opportunity to hypothesize about this significant transnational issue.
Objective:
To make hypotheses about the implications of population growth in Mexico for future immigra-
tion policy of the U.S. and on the Mexican-American community in the U.S.
Mamie's: " Population Growth: Two Projections" (Handout 14).
Procedure:
Step 1: Have the participants list all the reasons they can think of that Mexicans migratfl to the

United States. (For example: money, jobs, relatives, etc.)
Step 2: Have the participants compare their lists with the lists of others in the group. Add any rea-

sons you failed to think of in Step 1 to your list
Step 3: Distribute "Population Growth: Two Projections" and allow enough time for participants

to read it.
Step 4: Instruct them to answer the following questions on the sheet of paper they ujed in Step 1:

1. Make at least two hypotheses about what might happen to Mexican-U.S. migration given
the two projections.

2. What hypotheses seem to be undesirable? What might be done about these pouible undesir-
able consequences of Mexico's population growth vis-a-vis U.S. projected growth?

3. What effects could this population growth have on Mexican-Americans living in the
United States ?

C. Tide: Reexamining Immigration Policy
introduction:
At the beginning of this exercise participants were given an opportunity to express their feelings about
U.S. immigration policy in an activity entitled "Who Should Immigrate?" In the following activity they
we asked to rumen their views, given the two projections and their thinking in the previous activity,
"Two Projections."
Objective:
To compare answers on "Who Should Immigrate?" with a similar survey on Mexican migration.
kisturials: "Immigration Policy: A Reassessment" (Handout 15)
fitoestkne:
Foliow instructions on sheet entitled "Immigration Policy: A Reassessment"
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O. Title: Construct Your Own Policy
introduction:
Using the work already done in the first two activities of this unit, participants are now given the op-
portunity to construct what they think is a reasonable immigration policy toward Mexico and Mexi-
can&
Objective:
To construct a 10 to 12 point immigration policy based upon participant's assessment of the tiro-
jections of population growth and upon their personal values.
Procedure:
1. Instruct the participants to form into groups with at least two other students; not more than three,

however.
2. Have each group outline a 10 to 12 point immigration policy for Mexicans entering the United

States in the year 2000. They should use their responses to "Immigration Policy: A Reassessment"
to help them.

3. Instruct each group to evaluate its policy using the following criteria:
A. Can the policy be enforced?
B. How much will it cost to enforce it?
C. What effect will the policy have on individual freedom of choice? For Mexicans? For

people in the United States?
D. How discriminatory is the policy toward certain groups of Mexicans?

4. Have each group propose its policy to the rest of the whole. It should present no more than a
three minute argument in favor of its policy.

B. Point out that eacKgroup may want to make changes in its program after hearing others present
their programs.

E. Title: Policy and Effect
Introduction:
This activity contains three readings on a proposed immigration policy and the effects of that policy.
Having gone through the process of constructing their own plan, participants are basically familiar
with the issues involved in making a human, yet realistic plan. However, at this point participants have
hYpothesized about the dynamics of change involved in the process of immigration, but have not con-
sidered the more forigoachlng implications of large scale societal migration& Participants are now

12
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asked to consider an actual plan and the effects of such a plan. They can then compare their hypo-
thetical solutions to a contemporary societal solution.
This process of comparison laustrates many of the complicated aspects of conflict, interdependence,
conunurtication and change among ethnic groups and nations.
Objectives:
To compare the immigration policylies) the participants constructed with the "official" policy stated
in "Reading Number One."
To analyze the effects of the "official" policy as stated in "Reading Number Two" and "Reading
Number Three."
Materiels: "Readings" Handouts 16 - 18)
Procedure:
1. Instruct the participants to remain in the groups they were in for the last activity, "Construct

Your Own Policy."
2. Distribute copies of the first reading to each group and allow enough time for reading of the

article.
3. instruct the groups to evaluate the policy outlined in Reading Number One using the following

criteria:
A. Can the policy be enforced?
8. How much wH1 it cost to enforce it?
C. What effect will the policy have on individual freedom of choice? For Mexicans? For

people in the United States?
D. How discriminatory is the policy toward certain groups of Mexicans?
Then have the groups compare their evaluation of the "official" plan with the evaluation of their
own plans. Discuss the major points of comparison with the whole class.

4. Ask the pardcipants to speculate about the effects of the "official" policy before distributing
the last two readings. Allow enough time for the groups to read the last two articles.

5. Discuss the last two articles in consideration of the following questions:
A. Are there any surprising side effects which they hadn't originally thought about? (Point out

the danger of thinking one always has the "total picture.")
13. Are thole surprising side effects ones which U.S. society can effectively deal with?
C. What human choices are involved in the solution of the problem for Mexican and American

Individuals, communities, and the two nations?
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HANDOUT 113

Who Should Immigrate?

Look at each of the following criteria which might be used to determine whether or not an immigrant should
be allowed into the United States. In each case, circle whether you agree or disagree with the criterion
described. If you are uncertain, leave the item blank.

The candidates for immigration should:

already speak English before they are allowed to enter the United States.
Agree Disagree

2. be required to demonstrate that they can read and write their native language before being allowed to
enter the United States.

Agree Disagree

3. not have committed a felony in their native country.
Agree Disagree

4. not have been involved in any subversive activities in their native country.
Name Disagree

5. be made to sign a loyalty oath to the United States as a condition of their being allowed to immigrate.

Agree Disagree

be given special consideration if they have tried to overthrow an autocratic government in their native
land and are being persecuted for their political activity.

Agree Disagree

7. be given special consideration if their country has been constantly threatened by famine.

Agree Disagree

8. be given special consideration if they have been educated in the United States.

Agree Disagree

9 be given special consideration if they have friends here.
Agree Disagree

10. not be allowed to enter the United States if they live in a country whose population is increasing rapidly.

Agree Disagree

What additional qualifications would you include? (List on the back.)

Iieted oft Model euseetad in "The immigrant's Experience," AEP Public issues Series (Columbus, Ohio: Xerox Corp., 1989), R. 38.
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HANDOUT 14

Population Growth

MEXICO:

o Projections

Current population (1970 census) 51 million. The Mexican government has only re-
cently lent its support to family-planning programs. No sudden changes in the birth rate
of the Mexican people can be expected. The number of Mexicans will at least double by
the year 2000, meaning a total population figure of 102 million. By 2025, given current
rates, the population will be around 198 million.

UNITED STATES:
Current population 206 million. At current fertility rates the United States will
increase its population by 20%, making a total of 250 million people by 2000. How-
ever current trends in fertility (fertility has steadily declined in recent years) would
mean that United States population would per.% at 247 million in 2020, when it
would begin to fall, reaching 227 million by the year 2050.
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HANDOUT 15

Immigration Policy A Reassessment

Evaluate each of the following criteria which might be used to determine whether or not an immigrant from
Mexico would be allowed to enter this country:

A. The candidate for immigration should already speak English.

B. The candidate should be able to read and write his native language even if he cannot speak English.

C. The candidate should never have committed a felony (serious crime) in his native country.

D. The candidate should be given special consideration if he has tried to overthrow an autocratic govern-
ment and is being persecuted for this political activity.

E. The candidate should never have been involved in subversive activities in his native country.

F. The candidate should be given special consideration because Mexico is a poor country, comparatively.

G. The candidates should be given special consideration if he has been educated in the United States
and has friends or relatives here.

Discussion
Compare your judgment on the items above with those you made before doing the "Two Projections"
exercise on Mexican immigration.
Are there significant differences between the two questionnaires? How would you account forthe dif-
ferences? What additional criteria do you think should be listed above, given the population projections
and the hypotheses you made in this activity? Would you say that immigration policy should depend on the
country of origin and its situation in the world today? Do you think it would be fair to discriminate among
countries in determining immigration policy just because a particular country has a high birth rate?



HANDOUT 15

Reading Number One

President Seeks Legalized Status for Many Aliens

ay JAMAS T. WOOTEN

WASHINGTON, Aug. 4-President Carter
sited Congress today to provide lepl status for
minions of alkas whose presence in the United
States vioktes current isnmigratkm statutes.

If Ids proposals become kw, illegal aliens
who masted the United States before 1977
wouid be given either permanent or tempo:-
rary standing as sliest residents after they regis-
tered with the Government

His phis drew quick criticism from Repro.
swath. Edward IL Roybal, Democrat of
Californk, who is chairman of the Hispanic
CoapseeionalCaucus. He charged that it would
meats efainteeledi cankanYing Pc"" of
oar population."

Mr. Carter's mien-pap memap to Coa-
stal, whiled at the White HOW today, com-
abed kis request for the kgalintion of the
aliens with peen for sterna* the flow of
mch people awes the United States-klexican
bombe by imsessam surveillance in that am
and by kayos* strong civil penalties on em-
*yam who hies gigot aihns. The based out-
Iles ptoposal hod bean learned earlier.

The President mode a brief appearance be-
ton, reporters * the White House brief* room
Med ainionsced the pascal daracterktics of

Is progeseal lemdag Attorney Gametal Griffin
Delland Seoretmy of labor Ray Marshall
mpkan Ite dad&
ameenelltis. Ikk. Cedar's pka sArs Can-

jeten *Ow permanent lepl Wks status to
meredio leswe Reed centinweily ie the

limos seism ion ha I. 070, and teapots*
Irgid Am stater to does who satemed the
:"4senstrybetwans that date and last 1, 1977.

Mims Amite* Sep* this peu "would be
deported" if apprehended, the Attoeney Gen-
1Pret JAL

Iredle pick adieu amid, ise esseace, fossim

.111177-by The New York Timn
';CiMpany. Riprimod by pormission.

violations of United States statutes, Mr. Bell
insisted that the plan was not an amnesty but
"something like it."

Neither the President nor the two Cabinet
members would estimate bow many illepl
aliens were prmently in the country, but
Leonel .1. CasrilIn, tbe Commissioner of the
Immipation and Nauualizstion Service, said
that the number was ptobably "between six
and 12 million."

Mr. Carter's plan called for a law that wou/d
prohibit AtOffie&II employers from hirins "un-
documented" aliens and impose civil fines of up
to $1,000 for each violation.

Document List flamed
Uoder the ?residues proposal, the At-

Wray General would compile a list of accept-
able documents, including the Social Security
cult on which an employer could bus his
judgments on prospective employees.

was to that portion of the plan that
Representative Roybal and the Hispanic Con-
pestional Caucus responded most vigorously.
"Anybody who looks Hispanic is going to have
to prove they're an American eitken," be said.

Moreover, he charged that Mr. Cuter's
proposal for giving a fhwyear temporaty alien
resident status, with no croaks Of plan for dis-
position thereafter, would piece such people in
* mate of BMW

"What ye would be debts is legislating a sub-
class of people," he said.

Tempocary alien residents would be
for IR Endersl aid, including Medkeid, food
stamp*, molars programa State and local
gournment "could provide general assistance
if they dioss," the Pritsident's summary of his
proposals said.

Ths Attorney General and Seastary Mar-
shall Wended the plan as both humanitarian
and devoid of any attempt to create a society
ie which the Sods! Seettsky card or any other
pion ot identification Would become the
equksient of an internal passport or work

permit.
Still, neither could say what the eventual

determination misht be for those with tem-
votary alien status st the end of the five-yeer
period, a poinirat which they would once ;Ain
be subject to deportation.

The ?mildest oho said that the United States
Border Patrol would be reinforced at those areas
along the boundary of Mexico where there had
bean many Wegal crossings. "It is likely that
2,000 new enforcement officers will be added,"
be said.

Aliens panted permanent resident status
would be elielble to begin the five-year process
of pining American citizenship, the President

Mr. Carta's plan alm promised further
negotiations with Mexico and other countries
on border enforcement, economic aid and
educational programs that would make it more
attractive to aliens to remain in their MA lands.

The documents that the President forwarded
to Cowen Way did not um the word "illepr
with reference to the aliens but instud used the
word "undocumented." It was explained that
the Administration was sensitive "to criminal
connotations that some people associate with
the term sillepl alkna.'"

Although Mop' aliens have entered the
country from almost evety other land, the
autiledil, it is believed, come from Mexico.
Other midor solaces, according to the Presi-
dent's meow, ans the Dominican Republic,
Haiti, Jamaica, Guatemala, Colombia, Perni
Ecuador, the Philippines, Korea. Thailand,
Greece, Indk, Iran and Nigeria.

Cturealtvi mcb country hos a quota of
20,000 legal insmkgrants to the Unite, States
each year. Mt. Carter mid that he would sup.
Tort iegisktion to increase the combined legal
*MOM and Cattedian intntigration to 50,000
annually.
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HANDOUT 17

Reading Number limo

Illegal immigration Coiled Threat to Hopes for Population Stability

ay ANN CRITTENDEN

The economic consequences of illegal immi-
gration into the United States have attracted a
great deal of attention, but the influx may
also have important demographic implications.
Some popuktion organiutions fear that a
continued high level of immigration will, as
one publication put it secently, "camel the
benefits of our &clinks fertility" and make it
difficult, if not impossible, for the country to
achieve a statiouary population.

These lean have been expreued by Zero
Population Growth Inc., a private, Washineton-
based orpnization that lobbies on population
control Issues. Its arguments against immigra-
tion have been expantad and disseminated by the
Population Institute, a private group io New
York City involved in public education on pop-
ulation issues.

While most other population and demo-
graphic organizations focus primarily on fer-
tility questions, according to indivkluals in the
field, there is pawing interest in the impact of
immigration on population levels.

Sued on Assumption
Zero Population Growth maintains that

fully half the growth in the United States pop-
dation last year was a result of immigration,
leild sad illegal, and that if current trends con-
gnus immierstion will amount for almost one-
half the growth in the American population be-
tween 1970 and the turn of the century.

Them astInsates are based on the assumption
that. in addition to kaal illustration of 400,000
people a yew, $00000 more individuals illegal-
ly inunigrate to this country ansually.

No peeks figures on the numbers of illegal
aliens rumba the United States exist but I175,-
915 people were apprehended in the fiscal year
1974 for Segal statue Since many more un-
doubtedly entered but ware not =might, and
since many of these aliens probably stiyed is

1977 by The New York Times
Company. Reprinted by permission.

this country only temporarily, Zero Popuktion
Growth concludes that an assumption that 800.-
400 enter and remain each year is reasonable.

Extrapolating from these numbers, the co-
pa4:200n projects that from 1970 to 2000,
illegal immigrants and their descendants will
add 20 million people to the American popula-
tion, as against 15 million from legal immigra-
tion and 38 million from natural bacruses at
current fertility rates.

Mis Biwa Threat'
According to Melanie Whiten, immigration

program director of the mganization,
immigration is the biggest threat to hopes for
population stability, because it is an unplanned
and uncontrolled source of growth."

Even if the country were to reduce illegal
immigration by half by 1985, population
growth would not stabilize until 2038, accord-
ing to a report by the Population Institute.

Moreover, the report argues, since most of
the illegal aliens tend to settle in a handful of
urban areas, such as New York City, northern
and southern California, Chicago, Miami and
Washington they exacetbate the problems of
the cities that have had to boa. the brunt of the
rural exodus since World War 11.

Some advocates of population control also
maintain that international immigration per-
petuates world Population growth. John Teu-
ton, a former president of Zero Population
Growth, has written that "countries which
traditionally expon a krp proportion of thek
excess populatioo postpone necessary demo-
graphic changes which would make such =li-
gation unnecessery."

Extrados a Safety Valve
Specifically, Mr. Tanton holds that most

eadgmats are young; and impovenshod, their
deporture acts as a safety valve, relieving; gov-
ernments from pressures to increase job oppor-
Midis or family plans* at home.

Mr. Tauten also mid that the so-caged "brain
drain" df *Wed endstants from developing
countries to the industrial nations cost the

poorer countries more iss lost talent than they
received in foreign aid.

On the other hand, by one estimate illegal
aliens in the United States remit 30 percent of
their monthly earnings, or almost $3 billion a
year, to their native countries-

One demographic authority who finds fault
with the Z.P.G. projections is Charles Keeley,
a sociologist with the Population Council,
private foundation involved in demographic
research, biomedical work and population ad-
visory programs in the demlopine world.

Accordine to him, the sudden concern over
illegal immigration is unwarranted. `We frankly
don't know what the problem is" in numbers,
he Mid.

He said that the 800,000 arrests of aliens
last year referred to the number of arrests, not
individuals, so far fewer people might be in-
volved.

Assumptions Called Risky
No one knows, for example, how many of

these aliens may be engaged in seasonal labor
and move back and forth moss the border to
work the harvests, getting arrested repeatedly in
the process. These unknowns, XL Keeley main-
tains, "make assumptions risky."

Equally important is the fact that the esti-
mates of illegal immigration fail to tske into ac-
count the lame amount of emigration from the
United States. Althoush here, too, there are no
firm statistics, Mr . Keeley believes that al least
140,000 Americans emigrate front the United
States every year. There are apparently more
women of childbearing age mow them then
there are among the immigrants.

What these people are subtracted from the
numbers of immigrants, the overall picture
could be much different, Mr. Keeley argues.
Nevertheless, he agrees with Z.P.G. that stricter
controls on illegal Dairy should be applied.

Miss WI:ken said that better MI6:madam on
emigration could modify Z.P.G.'s call last June
for a drastic reduction of net inuntration to
750,000 over the next five years.



HANDOUT 18

Reading Number Three

200,000 at Tijuana Wait to Be Smuggled Into U.S. By Deadline

Poor Mexicans Ready to Pay for
Bogus Papers Before Congress
Acts on Carter Amnesty Plan

$y EVERETf R. HOLLIS

TIJUANA. Mexico, Aug. 7Destitute mi-
grants front the Meeker: interior, estimated by
the police here to number 200,000 to 250,000.
are massed around this border city determined
to reach the United States before Congress acts
on an amnesty plan for illepl aliens that Ptesi-
dent Cuter proposed last week.

TM ft/MUare prepared to pay profession-
al smugglers, or "pollens," $250 each to guide
Am mom the border and transport them to
LOS ARVIN, wham teeming barrios are home
to snore Mexicans thee any municipality in this
country maps Mexico City sod Guadalajara.

Fos $300 or $400 additional, the stautitien
ars offering to obtain bogus, back-dated docu-
ments, such as smit receipts, utility bills, Social
Security cards and American work permits.

Assad lemssaity Is Promised
With such documents, the smugglers pro-

mise, the illegal ktunigrants will qualify under
the ItImosty for "tempqmxtesidmice" MUM'
menity from arrest aad deportation.

list Wide* Cagy, Andrew Young, the chief
United States delegate to the United Nations,
said on a; stop on a l0-country 2°0d-will tour
ast he expected tie Maims GOVIVIUDInt to
Pact *notably to the Cans Adnadittation's
samosty pin. hoe 6.1

The simile ban must wait, perhaps several
-lam las Oak Imre to cross the border. Aftm
. *ask, the voltam will herd them, along with
eix or sight other "nsojados," throtigh the tat-

ivied lownenta of the border feria a mile east
ireColonie Masted, Tiara's gum* tin the
sagged wane of Speieg Cisme onto Otay Mesa

,:01977 by The New York Times
;company. Reprinted by permission.

and though the chaparral brush to a waiting
truck for the 137-mile trip over back roads to
Los Angeles.

Bandit Gangs Am Poised
Each night, 3,500 or more of the migrants

massed around Tijuana attempt to make it
across the border, hoping to elude "Las Mi-
lgrim," the Border Patrol, and the terrifying
gangs of "banditos" who wait in ambush on the
mesa, poised to beat, knife and sometimes kill
them for what little money they carry.

Of thaw who start across, 900 to 1200, prob-
ably will fall into the hands of "Las Migras,"
to be dumped unceremoniously back into
Mexico.

But for each one apprehended, three to five
othen can be expected to slip past the patrols,
most of them along a desolate seven-mile stretch
of the California border east of Tijuana that
American and Mexican officials my is a funnel
for more illegal aliens than any other spot along
the 2,000-alle frontier.

Their places in Tijuene's wahine throng will
be filled in a mattes of hours by new minis
from the interior, all determined to reach the
United States and escape from abject poverty.

They wItikö anif kInf MIStriegla job,
often for wages below the $2.50-ao-hour mini-
mum in California. The pay still seams bounti-
ful by Mexican standards.

'Mae ars at lout 200,000 waiting here now
to moss the border into California and many
others congregated just esst of here around
Tecate and Mexicali," said Joaquin V. Herrero,
head of criminal training for the Ttuana police.

Although most of them are men who left
thin families behind, the number of women and
children his been increasing in recent weeks, fur
cording to the Tijuana Police Chief. Escobedo

6.1

Lopez, as hopes have risen among the refugees
that they ean somehow obtain American
amnesty.

Robert McCord, assistant chief Border
Patrol agent acrou the frontier in San Ysidro,
said he had heard estimates of a crowd of as
many as 250,000 people in Tijuana, living in

. sleazy hotels, garages, crowded into dirt-floor
hovels or camping out along dusty roads.

"It's a surging mass of humanity and, with
the limited manpower and facilities we now
have, teas of thousands are bound to get past
us; we are sinsply being overwhelmed," Mr.
McCord said.

The chief of the Tijuana sector of the Beja
California State Judicial Police, Fraltd105
Avalos Altomirano, said that the authorities
wele "cracking down mescilesaly" on profes-
sional smugglers and weeding out aliens from
other Central-American countries, but he
maintains there is little that can be done to
stem the invasion.

"We know they're going to cross the border
illegally, but there's nothing we can do except
warn them," he mid. "If they me Mexican
citizens they cannot ba arrested because, as Yet,
they have done nothing Biqa And when they
illegally cross the balder we have lost juriiiiction
over them."

Some of those in the migrant swarm beg on
the streets of 'nuns, without lodging, food or
hope df public welfare among the generally in-
hospitable residents of a congested, economi-
cally depressed city where the population has
swelled to nearly a million, and the unemploy-
inept rate exceeds 40 percent.

Idany have been robbed or fleeced by men
posing es Imilems" who took their money and
disappeared. Others have been unabk to pay the
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sharply inflated fees demandel by the sniugskrs.
FaW Willing to Crom Alone

Few of the desfitute migrants are willing to
try to cross on their own out of feu of the
-taligras" or banditos" and because they could
easily become minded in the United States,
unable to make their way past the Border
Patrol's inland checkpoints.

The "polleros," a growing number of whom
have been arrested on both sides of the border
in recent weeks, have become more wary. Their
tees have gone from S ISO or $300 to as much
as 5600 for delivery to Los Angeles and many
refisse to take more than 10 "mojados" at a
time. They once transported groups of 30 and
40.

The migras are getting too tough," sag
Manuel Rodriguez, recently released from
three months' imprisonmem in the Federal
Correctional Center in San Dieso for alien
smuggling.

Wearina a flashy sport shirt and platform
shoes, he was lounging in front of a cantina
near the bus station on the Avenida Ninos
Heroes in downtown Tijuana.

"lam no,. signing up any polies [chickens !
now. because it's almost impossible to operate
in this area anymoretoo many migras, too
many pollos, too many searchlights and heli-
copters," he said. "So I wait."

Sines June 100 additional agents have been
transferred to the California border by the
United States Immigration Service, increasing
its staff along the 70-mile stretch to 456 men.
About 300 of the agents are concentrated up-

80

posite the Tijuana ares.
The "pollero" guides and their agents, known

as "coyettes," who solicit the border jumpers,
were reported by Richard Brannick, president
of the Natgnal Border Patrol Council (A.F.L.-
CIO), to be "guaranteeing" their clients a
means of foiling the attempt by President
Carter to set a retroactive cutoffdate of Jan.
1, 1977, in his amnesty plan.

The fraudulent documents purport to show
that the illegal aliens were employed American
residents before last January, entitling them to
second-class amnesty for five years.

Canals Amnesty Proposal
Under Pivaident Carter's proposal, permanent

legal alien status would be given to illegal aliens
who have lived continuously in the United
States since Jan. I. 1970, and temporary legal
alien status, for five years, to those who en-
tered the United States between that date and
Jan. 1, 1977. Aliens granted permanent status
would be eligible to begin the five-year procesa
of obtainina United States citizenthip.

Aliens entering this year would be de-
ported if apprehended. In addition, Mr. Carter
proposed to stem the flow of illegal aliens from
Mexico by increasing surveillance along the
border and by imposing strong civil penalties
on employers who hire illegal dials

Its the effort to circumvent the Jan. 1 cutoff
date. Amerimn immigration officials reported,
several print shops in Tiinana and Los Angeles
were believed to be working around the clock to
turn out counterfeit credentials.

As much as S800 or 51,000 is being asked

6 rl

fur fake papers showing Ameri= residence
before 1970. which would enabk the new il-
legal aliens to claim permanent resident siatus.,
a Mexican official said.

Watuiskg About Brinier
The authorities say that "polleros" and "coy-

otes" operating among the migrants here are
warning the bewildered and frequently illiterate
"campesino" farm workers from the interior
that once the Carter proposal beaimes law, the
Americans will ereet an impenetrable barrier
along the border. bringing illegal crossings vir-
tually to a halt.

So grut has Tijuana's crush of migrants
become that many of them arc trudging east-
ward, hoping that it will be easier to make their
way into California across the less heavily
guarded mountains and desert areas around
Mexicali, El Centro and as fax east as the Ari-
zona border.

Henry Fe 'chin, chief agent at El Centro,
100 miles east of here in the Imperial Valley
where the border's desert sands register a
blistering 180 dearees in SUMIner, said that
the intensified Border Patrol activity opposite
Tijuana.had forced many border jumpers into
his sector, particularly the Mexicali-Calexico
area.

A.A. Hysette, patrol chief, also reported
large numbers of the migrants congregating near
the San Luis Rio Colorado crossing, 19 miles
below Yuma, Ariz. A similar report came from
Joseph Stanley, Border Patrol chief for most of
southern Texas, who told of an unusually large
number of women among the groups.



Port 2: Comparing Ethnic Groups and Nations
A. Title: Four Cams

Introduction:
Several of the activities in this ethnic heritage study unit have emphasized the importance of trans-
national ties in the maintenance of ethnic identity. In this activity participants will be exposed to a dif-
ferent dimension of transnational ethnicitythe fact that most societies have ethnic minorities. Are
there shared problems and characteristics among ethnic groups regardless of where and when they exist?
Objective:
To collect similar data on four ethnic groups related to their existence within a national context.
Materials: "Readings" (Handouts19 - 22)
Procedure:
Instruct the participants to read the four case studies and to jot down any similarities they run across
among the four ethnic groups. For example: religious persecution, absence of political power, etc.
Note also that the reeding: are relevant in a particular historical context and that recent political
and social changes may have significantly altered the nature of the situation.
Tide: Compering Coss
Ob *Sim
To commit treatment and positions of ethnic mincrities in a cross-national context
Maiariskg "Comparing Cases" (Handout 23)
Premium:
thing ths coding system identified on the handout, instruct the pakicipants to place the numbers of the
ethnic minority groups by the statements that apply to them. More than one ethnic group can be applied
to a statement. Discuss the two questions with participants when all have completed the coding.

ilsolimps 18.22 wen Waft frees ISSUES TODAY, Vol Z Na. 4, Oot. 15, 190, "Whet Solutions for Dimling with National Minorities?",
pc% 1421. 5000isi permission granted for moieties by ISSUES TODAY, published by Xerox Educational Publications, 0198? Xerox.Corp,
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Northern Ireland

BELFAST', Northens Ireland-British troops
moved into She battlefield of Begat: today
after a nolo of terror end death, punctuated
by the rank of muomatic weepons-and the
flag of imam &ado.

To the south, the government of the Irish
Byte& (Off mobiliud army reStrifir
remliness kr a Veace-keeping opantsion."

Smoke hum harvily owe ads capital city,
wenn g front the awed masks of burned
out homes, *narks, and stores, with occasion-
al shots still to be heard.

And dts tack Wilts swill the appearance
of prepmetbn for another ocljeks of battle un.
lete-mr nes possible-du government imposed
a mime.

Six poems wow warted kliled-offe of
them a aine.yearoid boy-in Mang here and
in the nearby city of Armag. No policemen
%we Ailed, bMl downs ware listed among
the hertireds of ;senora kind

Reports of thk kind draw a grim picture of
haaikeni site nes in limbers keland flow
inki-Asspet into early Ai fat baked hed hed
its "tionibite" kit October sad for ma*
army year alibi, km fie decides, but nom so
aseinetsie thie pees riots.

Whet Imam u the Meier annual parade of
PIPOIMOVIIS on August 12 soon depagrated
inie Woody bet*. Northers intiesiCe Roma
'Mho* minositycoalpisien more than ona
third of the neneinee's IJ *Mos ithabitants--
awe in skim* peOtsse. Cathohot bat Arai

e Probielants, woks* bombs
Wan beeleknall bs went let Oka

Catholic aid holeetaat venione of who

started the figlithrg differ. What is consist,
though, is that the long-unoldering fear and
distrust on both sides have not ban settled in
the nearly 50 years since Britain "settled" the
Irish partition.

Northern Ireland, or Ulster, is made up of
six counties separated from the rest of Ireland
by an act of the British Pediment in 1920.
Eight centuries of bitter conflict lay behind the
act that finally pve Catholk Eire its path to
independence, and North= Irshind's pre-
dominantly Protestant population a close tie
to the British crown.

Throughout the history of the struggle,
religion has been mi;ed with politics and pride
of heritsge.

"But there is no need," writes Profemor
James Eayrs of the Unisursity of Toronto, "to
invok the supernatural to explain the ills of
Ireland and the lib of Ulster. Thom ills are the
world's ills in microcosm.

'Mese are the people who ism, pirvived
genocide, in the react seam of-an abused term.
I burned Widow the knish IM within four
miles of Duegansion, maring none, of whatever
quality, ap, or sex. Besides many burned to
death, we killed man, woman, and child, horse,
beast, and whatsoever we could fiod."

"So records, with no evident contrition,
Lord Deputy Chichester (forebear of the
punt Prime UMW: of Northern Ireland!
of his colonizing Weston of the 17th Century.
Catholk Ida were systeolatkelly skughteted
to maks way foe braids sad Scottish Protes-
tant sittlars."

But a Cathedic nalsority survived and mew.

Their leaders had fled to Europe aftr defeat by
William of Orange at the Battle of tla. Boyne
(1690). The Catholic minority sank into pov-
erty, ignorance, and disease that caused a 19th-
century French visitor to exclaim: "I have seen
the Indian in his forcers and the Negro in his
chains; and I believed, in pitying their plight,
that I saw the lowest ebb of human misery; but
I did not then know the devee of poverty to
be found in Ireland!"

Added to this after the "settkment of 1920"
were economic and social discrimisistion. A
government conunission. set up to determine
the causes of this August's riots, found that the
minority's claims were justified: Civil rights
were violated.

The commisaion found that the dominant
Unionist (Protestant) party had deliberately set
toting boundaries to leuen Catholic political
power, favored Protestants in government jobs,
and "manipulated" public housing.

Catholics, it VMS admitted, had been victims
of police misconduct, especially by the hated
"B-Specials"an armed, volunteer, thoroughly
Protestant force.

Tha current problems of the Catholic minor-
ity in Northern Ireland have raised basic ques-
tions about national policies toward minority
populations. Should a nation's msjority im-
pose its will on the mixority? If so, to what
extent is such imposition justified? How far
:my a nation's minority go in preserving its
troditions without dimleisking national unity?
Where does saisority "identity" sad and
minority loyalty begin?
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Reading

kmenlans
For nearly 30 years Turkey alive the worm

an illustration of government by massacre. ...
Through all these years the existence of the Ar-
menians was one of COntiallotif nightmare.

"Their propaly was Stolen, their men wen
murdered, their women were ravished, their
young girls kidnapped and forced to live in
Turkish harems . On April 15th 119151,
about 500 youro Armenian men of Akantz
ware mustered to hest an order of the Sultan;
at meet they wire marched outside the town
mid may man shot in cold blood.

"This procedure was repeated in about 80
Armenian valetas in the district north of Lake
Vaal and in three days 24,000 &MAIM were
annedered in this atrocious fashion."

So wrote Henry Morgenthau, U.S. Amber-
serlor toT ort.ey during Workl Wu L

The Turks sad the Amnions had climbed
dozen of thew dace the armies of Mohammed
conquered the had in the 17th century. Ar-
minim had bees maims:red in large numbers
in 1194, 1191, 1905, and 1909. But it was cer-
taiga's** of World War 1 that kousht on the
worst Tashi* wrath what: that empire's
minority Anssenien papolstion.

WM* World Wet !broke 14it in 1914,
Tsistey Wed with the Central powers led by
Geemany. The Arnsenians sympathized with
Inesie, which fon& on the Allied side led by
Britain. In the whiter of 1914-15, the proud
amiss of Tenho seamed a crwhieg defeat by
Mewl ia the Campaign of the Caucasus.

The humting defeat rowed bitter re-
arestinmet mood the Turks, who claimed that
Max Armeniens had fought with the Russians.
The Tamithis a rasent than drew rep this
osiscismatim

"Our fellow countrymen the Armenians,
who form one of the racial elements of the
Ottoman Empire, havine, under foreign insti-
gation, for many years past, adopted false ideas
of a nature to disturb the public order and
brouight about bloody happenings and attempted
to destroy the peace end security of the Ono-
Man State, and as they have presumed to Join
themselves to their mortal enemy, Russia, and
to the enemies now at war with our State.

"lite it known that our Government is com-
pelled to adopt extraordinary menswes both
for the preiervation of order and security of the
country and for the welfare and continuation
of the etheince of the Armenian people.

"Therefore, as a measore to be applied to
the conclusion of the war, the Armenians shall
be sent away to places which have been pre.
pared in the Rivets (internment or concen-
tration campsl of the interior."

The Armenians were given five days to leave
their homes; not to do so was punishable by
"severe enforcement." The Armenian Depor-
tation had bogus.

'Ilse full story of the Deportation," The
Arleatie Moatthly reported in November of 1916,
"will new be written, because it deals so
largely with suffering that is Indescribable, heart-
imams that 15 inaedble. The central fiat Ia,
however, that under the pretext of war-meas-
ures, the Armenians have been driven en mew
from the shores of the Black Sea and Marmon
southward as far as the Syrian deem

".. At Anatolie College, gendarmes
forced the steal sates open sad battered down
every door. They entered moo the homes of
Americans and taoh away every Armenian. ...
The men, bound with ropes, was driven in ono

direction, the women and young children in
another. According to the testimony of the
gendarmes, all the men were killed."

Three basic reasons have boon given for the
Turkish policy toward the Armenians. The first
is that the Turks feared a government take-
over by the Large Armenian minority. The
second, as The Atlantic Monthly described it,
was "raceisalouly."

The Turks had gone to Armenia as conquer-
ors, and they kept their supremacy by force.
The Armenians according to The Atlantic
Monthly report, "were an ancient and civilized
people, with an orgardzed society which the
Turks, in long centuries, have never bean able
to approximate: an enterprisini race.... In
spite of same repression, they became the
leading merchants, traders, lawyers, and doctors
of the country."

The third undalying caw of Turkish pol-
icy was religion. The Ottoman Empke was
officially Moslem, and minorities of other
faiths were regarded at best as Infidels. Many
young Turks regarded the ehrietian Armenians
as spies and potential traitors becaues of their
faith.

News stories of the atrocities aroused
woeldwide sympathy for the Armenian cause.
Especielly cited as an example of calculated
atrocity was a Reach joililialles :sport that
the Turks were using sabers instead of bullets to
kill their victims-because bullets was too
Maly.

Ambassador Morgenthau, SUnittling up
results of the Armenian Deportation, esthnatod
that "at least 600,000 and perhaps as many as
one minion" Armenians were killed.
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Reading

Cyprus

lispinithavu
Sten So Partition,
0011Wes,ar WO?

"I would rather have dinner with a snake
than a Turk."

With these words, writes N.D. Miller of The
Nstiorisl Caste ler, "an otherwise balanced and
intelligent Greek Cypriot demonstrated the kind
of communal hatred in this troubled idand"-
CYPrts

The third largest island in the Meditenanean
(about threefourths the size of Connecticut),
Cyprus is a republic in which Greek citizens
outnumber Turks by nearly five to one. During
the last SO years, Greek Cypriots have pressed
for moats, or susion. with Glom. The Turks
haw foaght fiesosty aping being further en-
veloped in Greek control.

Wapiti their numerical superiority, though,
the Greeks of Cyprus today find themselves in
the role once fined by the Turks. Turkish Cyp-
riots were once forced to live in ghettos urger
dose goverment supervision. Now they are
free to roam the Wand, while the Greek Cyp-
riots are barred from caw* =Or Turkish
Cypriot areas.

1110 isavetwl NMI followed action by Arch-
bahop Makarlos, President of Cyprus. Yieldiog

to international pressures after threats of a
Turkish invasion late in 1967, President Makar-
los removed roadblocks from around Turkish
Cypriot areas.

The aim was to lower tensions. The govern-
ment also stopped searching Turkish Cypriot
buses for weapons and possible troublemakers.
A ban on sale of "strategic goods" to Turkish
Cypriots was lifted. This meant that for the
first time in five years the Turks amid buy home
building materials.

But the Turkish Cypriots dkl not take down
their borkades. Sandbags and other defenses
remain around their communal areas. And by
law, no Greek Cypriot ain enter the Turkish
Cypriot section of Nicosis, the island's capital
city.

Greeksare also barred from using the main
road from Monk to Kyrenia a northern port
and beach resort. This means that tbs minority
Turks can um their new freedoms for business
and pleasure, while the mrjority Greeks can
only bite their lips in frustration.

"We wool preas them," said one govern-
ment official. "We will wait."

The new government policy is based on
hopes that Cyprus can find unity without
pressure-or invasion-from either Turkey or
Greece. Recent installation of a military junta
in Greece has raised new fears that Athens
might deride to "liberate" the island, and
neither the Turkish oar the Greek Cypriots
warn that.

Whet the Turkish Cypriots now want
puzzles the Greek majority. But there are fears,
too, that the radical Turks may want eventual
union with Turkey. The quiet maintenance of

.

street barriers is seen as s sign of resistance
aimed at long-range goals.

"The 'amnion may be to maintain a sep-
aratist psychology among Turkish Cypriots,"
one Greek Cypriot official said, "to assist in
the formation or a separate ciounomy fur the day
they return with demands for partition of the
Wand."

Or, another official adds, for the day when
a final showdown- meaning civil war -csn be
fought.
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Reading

Spain

From kis white, rid-roofed house in the
peen hills singles Spoin's Bay of Biscay,.
Sups Mum= tugs at his soft, flat cep and
studies the Mediterranean.

The tuna Out did not go out today. It is a
religious holiday, but the proud Batque fishes-
men ass not Ma for holidays. For centuries
they bus lived front the sea or from their
sheep herds, sparing little time from dawn to
du* for isieure. They am a sturdy race.

Today the Basque fishesman speaks iawt. He points to an official sign lisdng tide&
worthee, ead fiddle potations.

"There are 18,000 people in this town," he
esys, "and *PAW all of us speak Duque. Yet
those sips are nquired to be written in Spin-a.'

Itematment toward the Spandh government
rum high is the four Basque provinces border.

etsethera France. In the Basque port towns
and *am coentry, the gownsman controls
Its Wiles& It is them that the /*tad Spanish

Gami estemises its strictest enforcement
It is these that Basque reeknams flares most
ohm

Is the coastal town of Ilanneo last Novena-
be& the CleilGend oaken bed to take on the
Ms of comeming Poop& Ms canes was om of
Him MN Benue hod*"

Thirkplisilstaloads of lingoes had &abed
hem waft elime& The gosernment had just
dement that climbing Monet Aimagorri was
log. To she Bug" morsetein climbing is
mat of tie* conseennity miebradom, a way

iisowing their manta traditions.
The WWI ef steseed due* in

Ike twares mit op" Wits ees drum sad
lie iludinhen, Wafted pipts vied to um*
peeylingtee nip. cm Gout nowt tried to
imp shadows. A thst two&

At the height of the fighting, one of the
Basques released a monkey so that all could
see it. The monkey was dressed in a green us*
form and black three-cornered batjust lite the
Ovil Guards. The guards ran down the monkey
and shot it.

When the deed monkey was turned over, his
peen jacket rose to show a sign sewn on the
seat of his pants. The sign mid, "This is how
the Civil Guard will die."

The Basquu want political freedom. Some
of them demand regional autonomy, or even
independence front Spain. Dister, buyer fed,
and generally better educated than other
Spaniards, the Basques want to proving their
ethnic identity. And they don't like the die-
tumid ways of the Spanish government.

'We cannot carry Spain on our backs in-
definitely," a Basque nationalist mid. "The
Castilian and the Andalusian are primitive,
and they are not really ready for democeacy.
As long as we are tied to thrn, we will have to
endure their backward dictatorship."

The government's response hes been swift
anti hank. Hundreds of Basques lave been
anested and imprisoned. Others have bean
famed into nib. AU Basque nationalist gather.
kip sad tmdition are banned.

But the Basques, whose ancestore may
ham been Spain's orleinal Iberians from
Huth Africa, mock other Spaniards in their
guttural, compiex Mow Basque men are
proud of their muscles, and strenuous exercise
le a Basque tradition. They are equally proud
of their tinging.

"Mee Basques," a regional saying goes,
"are s choir."

The sounds from Basque countsy in recent
Mrs, though, ma fax from smnicaL Angry
&muds fos social justice are foundui on OW

6 7

turiesold pavanes with Spain.
Tho Barques originally submitted to Span.

ish rule on condition that their load rights
would be respected. But, *toe the early 1800's,
Basque rights have been chipped away one by
one. When Gensulissisno Francisco Franco
took ova Spain in the 1930's, he seded most
&WA *Ott

The final blow was to forbid the Buques to
collect their own taxes locally. This seemed to
many Basque nathulists to toll the end of
Buque political yid cultusal identityin favor
of what they considered an inferior central
Spenieh government.

The result was formation of a rsdical
Basque nationalist momment called Euzkedi
te Askstawil (ETA), which means The
Basque Nation and Liberty. The ETA has bean
linked to muy tesrorist acts, including the
murder of Civil Guards.

Spain's governmentoontrolled press has
published lurid stories of ETA acts; and the
government, Reties under emergency powers,
has kept the Basques virtually under martial
law.

This has hal the effect of rousing otherwise
indifferent Basques to action spied the gonna.
mut. Many Bisques, now firmly &phut any
cooperation with the central goternesent, admit
they dhapprou of the ETA. But they me the
ETA SS the only effecthe way of redsting.

A Basque priest who allowed the Basque
national anthem to be played in his church
explained to his parishioners:

"You may be surprised at hearths the nation-
al anthem here. But when only ens politics]
viewpoint is allowed in the street, the church
should be * place of freedom."
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Compating Cases

Instructions:
Using the following coding system, place the numbers of the ethnic minority groups by the statements
that apply to them. More than one can be applied to a statement.

1Catholics in Northern Ireland
2Armenians in Turkey
3Turks in Cyprus
4Spanish Basques
5Blacks in the United States

have been past victims of genocide

were militarily conquered

are numerically smaller than the majority of the courtly

are ethnically different from the majority

. are socially separated from the majority

are economically poor compared with the majority

are religiously different from the majority

live in areas separate from the majority

speak a different language from the majority

_ have their own distinct political party

1. Which of the above items are most commonly shared among the six ethnic groups?

Which of the above items do you think are the biggest contributing factors to ethnic discrimina-
tion? Can you explain why?

RR



Ac taivrity

How Important is Ethnicity to Me?
Reexaminadon

Introduction:
Asa concluding activity in this project you are asked to reassess the place of ethnicity in your identity.
Objecthte:
To reassess the place of ethn city in your life given your study of ethnic heritage.
Time: 15-20 minutes
Nocedure:
Answer the following questions based on your present feelings about your ethnicity:

1. I am a person with a strong ethnic identity. Agree Disagree

My feelings about my ethnic affiliation have changed/not changed since we began this program kecause

2. My family ethnic ties are important to me. Agree Disagree

3. The emphasis on ethnic groups and on differences among peoples is dangerous. I feel we should all try
to forget our cultural and ethnic differences and recognize ourselves as Americans first.

Agree Disagree

Explain your answer.

4, 1 feel that participating in events, practicing customs, and keeping my ties to my ethnic group have
nothing to do with my being or not being a good American.

Arlo Maitre*

Throughout the course of this program I have become more aware of my own ethnicity and would like
to find out morel. Agree Disagree

6. The subject of ethnicity is NOT important to me at this tima
Arlo Disagree
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Evaluation Questionnaire

MS is interested in receiving your cor iments regarding the materials in this project. Please fill uut this
questionnaire and return it to the address below.

Which of the activities and filmstrips in "Made in U.S.A.: Project Ethnic Heritage" did you find most
useful? Explain.

Which of the activities and filmstrips did you find least useful, and why?

3. What suggestions or additions do you have for improving this package?

4. Other comments:

Please mail to:
Program Development Department
AFS International/Intercultural Programs, Inc.
313 East 43rd Street
New York, New York 10017
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